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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND MR

J. A.edliltaetetimble'rton.

Far from his native clime, in another continent, a strange environment, the Indian scout passes along the war-worn, debrisstrewn highway of France. Anxiously he looks to left and right for signs of the enemy of the great British Raj—the enemy who
seeks to destroy the civilisation of the West and threatens the security of the East. (Exclusive photograph to "The War Illustrated,"
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By Walter Emanuel, of ' Punch "
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OLDIERS are men dressed up, and Tommy Atkins Again : " In our regiment it's not unusual to see men playing
is really our old friend the man in the street. But cards under fire while waiting for the order .to advance.'
with a difference. His humour is accentuated.
I know of a case where one of our chaps was just going to
One hears great accounts of the :nit of the man in ,the win the trick when the Germans sent along a shell that hit
street as exemplified in his marvellous powers of repartee, every man of the card party, killing one and wounding three.
but, though I walk about with my ears alert, I have When one was being taken off on a stretcher he called. out;,
never, r must confess, had any luck in this respect. I
It was the Germans won that drick.'" A lance-corporal
have even, more than once, listened -greedily to an inter- of the Cameron Highlanders, in the course of a descriptionchange of views between a 'bus-driver and a. cabby after of a night attack, says, " A few minutes after that we
a collision, and, while I have admired the fluency of the stumbled right on top of a big body of Germans stealing
speakers, and have gained some new epithets for use by along as quietly as we had come. 'Volt can bet your last
myself in cases of emergency, I have not heard anything half-crown that we_didn't wait to ask if their intentions
approaching wit. The- nearest I ever came to this desired
vcre honourable."
consummation was the occasion when my wife certainly
heard a mot in a pirate 'bus. It Was at Oxford Circus, and "One of 'em says 'e ain't dead!"
the 'bus had dallied there a very long time in the hope of
Again : Powerful searchlights were suddenly turned
Making further captures. Ultimately; tired of the delay,
Lord,'
the only other passenger, an angry City man, darted out on the Middlesex Regiment during an advance.
of: the pirate 'bus, and. made for an L.G.O., which was Bill," cried a voice, " it's just like a play, and us in the
just moving off. ." 'Ere, 'old 'ard; 'old 'ard " cried the limelight—but it's the Kaiser what's gettin' the' bird,",
indignant pirate conductor. " This ain't a blooridn' And I like this : " Our fellows have signed the pledge
waiting-room ! " But I believe that, as a rule, the smart because Kitchener wants them to. But they all say,
' God help the Germans, when we get hold of them, for
repartees are made up by journalists,
making us teetotal."' Best of all I fancy the story, which I .
trust is not apocryphal, of the sergeant
who had given orders
"1 Funny Johes" and "Jokes"
for a trenchful of Germans to be buried
Tommy
One hears, of course, plenty of unconscious humour reported, " If you please, sir, one of 'em says. 'e ain't dead !
from the masses. For example, a little while ago I heard " Oh, get on with your work," said the sergeant. - " They're
a young woman cry out to an acquaintance, 'Ere,'- Bill, such liars you can't believe 'em.",
come 'ere, I'll tell you a funny joke." That expression " a
Very frequently Tommy's humour takes the form of
funny joke " was really quite priceless, for, of course, if you Cockney facetiousness. A party of the King's Own rushed
cOnie to think of it, there are two kinds of jokes-- funny into one battle shouting " Early doors this way ! - Early
jokes" and " jokes." And—fd come' nearer to my subject doors, ninepence "e One. of the Wiffshireg; we are,
told,
----a, quite delicious example of unconscious humour was stuck out in the trenches, after a vicious bOmbardment, a.
the remark of a tired ToMmy during a forced march in the tin can on which was the notice, " Busiae-ss as Usual."
BOer War " Oh, rer' ! 1 shall be glad when this war's A private of the Irish FuSiliers writes : " The night I was hit
over, and we get back to soldierin' ! "
we were just leaving the trenches for an interview with some
,And yet—and yet who can deny Tommy Atkins the Gerthans who were trying some of their fancy tricks about
quality of huindur in the ,present war ? - It is indeed the our left. As we stood up :tbere Was a ghastly shOwer of
.
outstanding feature---the hall-park---7-of our splendid Soldier bullets and shells bnisting all round. Into it we had to go,
men.' It differentiates them from all the other fighting and, as we looked ahead one of our chaps said, I think
men.,> To anyone who is interested in the study of human we'll haYe- to get our greatCoats, boys, it's raining biillets
beings indiVichiality is everything. The men of the British to-night, and -well get wet to the skin if we're not careful:Army have, in this war, developed a most distinct in
This does not consist in their bravery, The Soldier who never Grows Up
Wonderful as that is, No army has a monopoly of pluck.
"The men of C Company started laughing, and then they,
Hunnish Humour that Hurts
took to singing, Pit up your umbrella when it comes on
The sotto; was taken up all along as we went into the
The Germans, say what you may,- are fighting w
magnificently. But with their pluck goes cruelty. The thick of it, andbsome of us were humming it as we dashed
individuality of the British soldier consists in his humour. into the German trenches. The Germans must have
And because he has humour he also has humanity, The two thought us a mad crew." And the dignified Uhlan who was
qualities go together. The hhthorous man, you will find, is greeted with the words, " Hallo, old Tin Hat ! " must have
seldom an unkind man. Tommy .Atkins cannot hate like been as annoyed at this lack of respect as were the warriors
HansL-I had 'alinost written Huns=---Schmidt. : He could in the great big boots who were told by a spokesman of the
not maltreat women and children. Not, by the way, that Connaught Rangers, " We see you ; it's no good hiding there.
the Gerinans never have their little joke. Let us be just to We can see your ears sticking out "...4 -7-7;
Much of the humour of Tommy is of the schoolboy sort.
thrm. - The other day, I read, at Waldeghem they cut off
the nose from a bust of King Albert in the town-hall, and He loves ,for instance, to give people and things nicknames. Von Kluck becomes " Old One-o'clock " ; and
strove nails into the eyes.
But the humotir of Tommy Atkins is good-humour, not Herr Krupp's progeny are " Jack Johnsons,' ,Coal
ill-humour. - It is seldom" wit.
Wit," said someone, Boxes," " Black Marias," and Woolly Bears,' while his
".comes from the head, humour from the heart."1 Tomniy's own special favourite is " Mother." That, I'think, is
humour seems to me to be generally high spiritsaad I quite a feature of the Briton, his genius for remaining
would 'prefer, any day, a cheerful man to the one who raps a child at heart—so different from the average Continental,
oirt acid jests... Arid it is not self-conscious huMour;though who is scarcely even a Peter Pan.
And this quality of humour, is it of value in the serious
a private in the Scets Greys writes. home
Of course, there is a humorous side to everything. We business of war ? Of course it is, inestimably so.' It pre-vents Tommy from being an up-and-down man. Otiffi
could never live if there wasn't."
It is intensely ;interesting to read the letters from the happy warriors are as cheerful in adversity as in the hOZ:r
crOnt. Many ' of therii, „:indeed, have .a direct simplicity of victory, and you never have them really beaten." Tonimy
::41andst to literature. Now - and then Atkins's very best joke/ in my opinion, is his refusal to be
'bich raises
e Oen coMeS: 4041a. distinct flash of nit. " The Boer wiped out by the Germans. The light-hearted fellow is
War;fp says one; !ffi.• Was a mothers' Meeting beside thi_S proving contemptuous instead of contemptible. No wonder.
the Germans are angry. It is very annoying for them.
4-Hair 'A:00d tiiat be put more epigrammatically
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Britain's Soldier Sons always "Merry & Bright"

Come the tour corners of the world in arms and," as Shakespeare might have said, "we will keep smiling." British soldiers
in a cross-channel boat returning from the front for a few days' holiday. Their good-humour is impervious to mud, weather,
personal danger, and even the rolling of the briny. Truly, as a German officer remarked, " The Engl.sh are a wonderful race."

A little harmless fun at the expense of Kaiser " Bill." A member of the
Sportsmen's Battalion, who may or may not be like the War Lord, grimaces
in the traditional manner of the pirate of Potsdam.

Wounds cannot depress him. Rather the reverse. in every possible contingency his cheery laugh and boyisb f-Un are irrepressible.

The presence of the ubiquitous camera-man artywnere on tne Continent is the signal for an outburst
of soldierly hilarity which is now proverbial.

After hours of anxious trench duty he is never too tired or,
gloomy to enjoy a favourite melody in a dug-out.

THE "LITTLE FATHER'S" RIGHT-HAND NIEN.—Fierce battles are taking place ink
Northern Poland.• Our ally, having been able to resume the fighting in positions more
favourable to. the Russian Bear, has accounted for a tremendous number of Prussian
Although„ethe Tsar's Headquarters Staff has admitted a reverse in East Prussia,

this, thanks to the splendid strategic genius of Russia's generals, is not irreparable. Our
exclusive photograph, just to hand from "somewhere in Poland," shows three Russian
generals watching ,a burning village. Despite German accusations, Russians have only
destroyed villages when absolutely necessary to the plan of campaign.
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Soldiers of Freedom and Tyranny on the Move

At the moment of writing probably the greatest transportation of soldiers in history is in progress. The new armies are on the move
to the battlefields of France and Flanders, and the Potsdam plotters may well feet nervous of coming events. This photograph shows
a troop of British infantry marching under cover of a beautiful French wood which heralds the coming of spring.
n.

How a Gerinan ammunition colon-Ia.-go& into action. Under cover of a hill, close in, rather than on the open road, which would
disclose them more easily to hostile aircraft, the waggons of deadly projectiles are seen about to move into the firing-line. Soon
they will be expended on some part of the British line, or, perhaps, some unoffending church spire on the distant horizon.

The War
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Britons at cross-roads o Honour, Glory & Death

At the cross-roads somewhere near the fighting-line. An infantry regiment on
their way to the trenches from a rest camp in Northern France.

ilidden from marauding Taubes. Effective cover for a British gun, constructed
round the weapon with tree-trunks and twigs.

Snapshot that revealed the effect of sun on an
officer's map-case. This led to covering these
cases with non-reflective material.

Spade work in the fighting area. British soldiers making a parapet during a lull in the enemy's gun fire, which, judging by
the ruined buildings in the background, has been very destructive. (Photographs exclusive to " The War Illustrated.")

The Wily British Gunner a the Front

Campaigning is really a great and glorious game of hide-and-seek. Our artillerymen find that the most effective way of demonstrating
to the Germans the presence of a gun is to hide it securely before opening fire. Hostile aircraft are continually searching
for our guns. But in order to conceal them, shelters of brushwood are built, which from a height look like vegetation.

The less a gun is seen the more its voice is heard to advantage. The gun in our photograph has been covered completely with
white lace curtains taken from a near—by house. These decorative covers make the detection of the gun's position impossible on
the snow—mantled ground. Note the artilleryman emerging from the dug—out on the left with a shell in his hand.
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nterludes Behind the Allies' Advanced Lines
sz.

Peaceful scene in a comfortable-looking French dug—out, which boasts a
striking clock in addition to a telephone.

Extraordinary case of a bell, which was preserved
intact although the tower was shattered.

On the line of French communications. Crude mud and straw hut which represents the temporary headquarters of French soldiers
guarding an all—important point. The work of keeping communications intact is as responsible as it is hazardous.

Germans having hidden a mitrailleuse in the church
tower, a " 75 " was reluctantly brought to bear on
it, with the result seen above.

Convivial evening after a day of serious war work. Cheerful French officers
comparing notes and adventures by the fireside of a peasant's cottage
situated conveniently near the fighting—line.
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Joffre's Confident Soldiers "Nibbling" the Huns

" The Great Revenge," for which our gallant French friends have waited since
1871, drawn nearer. " Plou-pious " cheerily off to the trenches.

Machines and kit and some of the men of a German
cyclist company captured in Northern France. These
photographs are exclusive to "The War Illustrated."

German prisoners being brought to camp. They were captured three days
after a battle, after being in hiding without food. One is seen eating an
apple given him by a kindly captor.

Company of French soldiers on outpost duty. This work has added dangers and responsibilities, for at any hour,the men may be cut o
from the main army. These soldiers are preparing an ambuscade along one of the roads to Rheims.
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Huns' Havoc and French Fortitude at Rheims,

Substantial refuge from "Jack Johnsons." French soldier
hiding in a shelter carved in a wall not far from Rheims.

An-Other photograph of these "funk holes," formerly used by
French troops, but now the retreat of nervous inhabitants.

Some of our French allies making an admirable hiding-place for a
" 75." Situated behind an embankment, roofed in by tree-trunks,
the most discerning Taube could not suspect its presence.

/Morally sectioned—a house in Rheims with its front
blown clean out by recent bombardment.

Honour to the brave dead. French soldiers at the
tomb of twenty-three patriots, including two women
and a child.

Tragic desolation of the Rue de l'UniVerslte,- Rheims, caused by enemy
projectiles. (All exclusive photographs to "The War Illustrated.")
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Sheltering Belgium's War Dogs among the Dunes
two exclusive photographs on this
THEpage
are interesting, as showing the
care taken by our Belgian allies of their
willing canine helpers. Dogs have been
used from time immemorial as draught
animals in Flanders, and since the war
many of them have been requisitioned in the
military service of the stricken country.
Belgian soldiers are using dogs for
drawing light weapons, such as Maxim
guns, and for carrying messages. It is
therefore meet that such faithful servitors
should receive kindness and protection from
danger, where possible. Many are still with
the Belgian Army. Improvised kennels
'are made for them in the dunes. These
generally consist of a large hole dug in the
sands, over which some kind of xwood
covering is placed to shield the animals
from stray shot and shell. All other
belligerents are making use of dogs in the
war, either for Red Cross or sentry work.
The Germans employ dogs for the purpose of scenting the wounded. Others are
attached to regiments, and are used to draw
the big drum placed on a small cart. Dog
sentinels are an interesting feature of the
Russian Army, and were used in the war
with Japan with success for guarding railways. Major Richardson's breed of wardogs is well known, and he has supplied
about thirty British battalions with animals
for work on the Continent.

Belgian soldiers placing a Maxim gun-carriage drawn by dogs under cover of
some long grass on the sand—dunes.

Our Belgian friends, making use of dogs as they do in the pursuit of the war, take every precaution to keep these faithful allies Cu
harm's way. This exclusive photograph shows some dogs being hidden in an improvised kennel on the dunes.
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German Queue of Fate: Climbing up to Death

British troops strengthened their line of defences on the main
held the maddened Germans off, killing over two hundred of
La Bassee-Bethune road by, the construction of a keep. On them. The German attempt to carry this keep by force of
January 29th the Germans, after they had been severely shelled, numbers again illustrates their futile method of massed fighting..
made a violent attack with scaling-ladders. In the keep, and to One by one the queue of Huns scaled the ladders, one by one they
the north side of it (shown in, our picture), the Sussex Regiment
were calmly shot or bayoneted by the handful of British soldiers.
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German Airman's Fate after Battle of the Skies

A thrilling duel in the air between a British airman and a
German was witnessed near Zeebrugge recently. The "babykiller " continually endeavoured to rise above the British machine,
but our aviator kept over his foe. They flew in the direction of
Bruges, where they fought a sharp duel, lasting half an hour.

Spectators below could hear the crackling of the airmen's machineguns. Suddenly the German machine, with wings quivering,
hurtled down to earth, and was dashed to pieces. The victorious
British airman speedily rose higher and higher, and flnany
disappeared. His foe was dead; the machine a heap of splinters.

The War Illustrcrtcd, 6th March, 1915.
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The H.A.C. in Training for the Fron

Staff of the H.A.C., with instructor, practising
at finding the correct battery angle.

Old weapons and new effectives of the H.A.0
were in use at Balaclava.

Members of the H.A.C. going through a °aurae of !
'mall-arm drill. They are
seen sighting with the aid of tripods.

These guns

All the guns are thoroughly cleaned after practice by limber
gunners.

t-aymg a gouts) the H.A.C.
The origin of the Honourable Artillery Company is lost in antiquity. Its first charter of
'ncorporation was granted training-grounds.
by Henry vill.
During the South African War the H.A.C. raised a battery of field artillery, which was incorporated in the C.
I.V.'e. Many men famous in history appear on the regiment's rolls, including Prince Rupert, General Monk, and Pep"

/7

New

embers o

ondon's Venerable Corps

Squad of H.A.C. at rifle drill in their historic Finsbury grounds. This is a
form of drill not previously done by the H.A.C.

(
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A dummy mount for neophytes. Members of
the H.A.C. acquiring the art of horsemanship.

Officers and non-commissioned officers of the H.A.C. Reading from left to right, front
row: 2nd Lieuts. A. T. A. Stuart, J. L. Gow, A. J. Edmondson, Capt. T. J. Cartland, Major
R. A. Connell, Capt. J. F. Duncan, 2nd Lieuts. R. D. Russell, Dyott, G. Lomer, A. G. Andrews
Second row : Non-Corns.: C. J. Barton, R. H. Willcocks, C. E. Ellen, H. H. Stephens,
Gordon Smith, J. Powrie, M. J. Jarvis, G. G. Glenn, J. J. Branfoot, W. L. Powrie, Vyse.
Third row: Corp!. W. G. 0. Cutbill, Sergt. F. A. Adams, Sergt. S. A. Webb. Standing
between the two columns: Sergts. J. E. Morgan; Wheeler, Peerless, Bull, G. T. Pockney.

New members of the ancient regiment making encampment with wattles. Inset : Major J. C. Bell, C.O.

An important section of the H.A.C. at work. Saddlers making
harness and despatch-cases. Inset : Major H. C. Duncum.

The War Illustratcd, 6th March, 1915.
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New Heroes

Vidoria Lross
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.1. MACKENZIE, of the 2nd Battalion Scots
Guards, was awarded the Victoria Cross for conspicuous
PRIVATE
gallantry at Rouge Banc.. where he rescued a wounded

•
•

7447

comrade under fire. M hile subsequently performing a similar
act he was stricken down, and died on the battlefield.
Capt. J. P. Vallentin, 1st South Staffs Regt., won the coveted
order for devotion to duty at Zillebeke. Leading an attack
under fire. he was struck down. He rose again, however, to
continue the attack but wag shot dead.
Limit. Alexander de Pass, of the 34th Prince Albeit Victor's
= Own Poona Horse, was the first Jew to win the decoration. His
bravery consisted in destroying a traverse near Pestaberti in spite cf
enemy bombs, and rescuing a wounded man under fire. ffient, de Pass
lost his life the same day engaged in a second similarly courageous action.

1147014 0104

Mr. Schack-Sommer is a Londoner and old Etonian. He
was awarded the St. George's Cross for valour, which is
the Russian equivalent of the V.C., for gallant conduct while
fighting with the Artisky Hussars in the Dukla Pass, Carpathians, during a recent engagement.
Private Henry Harvey Robson, 2nd Royal Scots, exhibited
conspicuous gallantry near Kemmel, leaving his trench to bring
in a wounded non-commissioned officer. While endeavouring to
repeat his brave act later in the day, he was wounded.
Lieut. A. Martin Leakc, of the R.A.B.C., was already
the proud possessor, of the Victoria Cross, but the decoration was supplemented by a clasp for consistent valour throughout the war,
notably in the neighbourhood of Zonnebekc, where he rescued several
wounded men who were lying tinder fire close to the enemy's trenches.

Lance-Corporal F. W DOBSON,
Coldstream 'Guards.

Private J. MACKENZIE,
2nd Scots Guards

Lance-Corp, Will KENNY
2nd Cord-on Highlanders, -

See.-Lieut. JAMES LEACH.
2nd Batt Manchester Regt.

Corporal HOLMES. the Itermonds,ey hero, saving a gun at Le Cateau, which brave
deed, together with the rescue of a wounded man under fire, -won him the V.C.

Capt. J. P. VALLENTIN.
lat'Soutli Staffs,

Lt. ALEXANDER. DE PASS, Lieut. A MARTIN LEAKE
Poona Horse.
R.A.M.0

Private H. H. ROBSON,
2nd Royal Scots.

Mr. SCHACK-SOMMER.
Artisky (Russian) Hussars.
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Heroic Son of Erin -wins Immortal Fine
AMONG the deeds of glorious heroism that are being recorded in the

pages of our Empire's history, the story of Sergeant Michael O'Leary's
exploit will stand alone. Other men have gained the Victoria Cross, but
rarely in the annals of this most coveted decoration has it been -so heroically
won. - At Cuinchy, on February ist, Michael O'Leary, of the Irish Guards,
formed one of a storming party. Rushing ahead of his comrades, and in
face of a withering fire, he shot and bayoneted five Germans holding the
first barricade. He then attacked the second, sixty yards farther on, which
he captured single-handed, after killing three more Germans and CaptUring
two. Sergeant O'Leary practically won the enemy's position by himself,
and so prevented the attacking party from being fired upon. Thus this
brave soldier enters into the glorious company of Ireland's hero sons.

SERGEANT MICHAEL O'LEARY, V.C., CAPTURING THE BARRICADE AT CUINCHY ON FEBRUARY let.

;
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By F. A. McKenzie, "Daily Mail" War Correspondent

S

OME years ago a Russian writer named Bloch issued
a : many-volumed book proving to his . ()Wit satisfaction that war is now impossible. - The speed
[
and precision
of modern arms would, he pointed out,
.
"annihilate advancing troops almost before they came
within sight of their enemies ; the many millions of the
1French and German armies could not be moved forward
ibecause there were not enough roads or trains to hold
.11tem, and the cost of keeping them on the field
_ would
eat up and bankrupt any country.
I read a chapter of Bloch's book with great satiStaction
on the battlefield of the Yalu, the day after a Japanese
army had driven the Russians from the Manchurian hills,
and as I looked around I saw that, however intellectually
convincing Bloch might be, there was certainly a - flaw in
his arguments somewhere. For men had just done what
he said men could not do.
Accomplishing th . Impossible
Yet to-day we have to admit that there is something
to be said for the Bloch argument. War is not impossible,
but modern arms have added problems and obstacles
;hitherto unknown to it. Never has it been so difficult
as now to maintain an advance to the point that the final
fruits of victory can be reaped ; never has war been so
costly in money- and in men. The present war has lasted
seven months, but the fate of the land fighting still lies
in the balance.
.
Germany struck through Northern France till her advance
Scouts were within ten miles of the boulevards of Paris.
and until the French authorities were foreed to acquiesce
'in the decision to surrender their capital without a serious
attempt at defence. And then, at the hour when the
fruits of victory seemed within their grasp, they were
forced back. The Russians struck at Germany through
East PruSsia until armies of refugees brought a mild form
Of panic in Berlin itself. Then the skill of Von Hindenburg
and the difficulties of advancing in an enemy's country
proved too great for the Russians and they retired minus
an army corps.
During the past week or two the Russians have again
been held up in a promising East Prussian advance and the
Germans, after inflicting heavy losses on them, have in
turn been held up when they attempted to push into
B.ussian territory. Each move on either side has finally
ended in, stalemate.
The Danger of Uncle Cp'imism
In these notes on the war I have never concealed the
fact that I regard the outlook for our armies in Western
Europe with optimism. We haVe laid our plans in such
fashion that we are acquiring a strangle-hold on our opponents. We are growing in strength, and the neutral
nations are coming over to us. ' But if anything could
disturb my confidence it is the shallow and easy complacency which dominates many civilians in Britain itself.
The people who imagine that when the spring campaign
opens we are going to win at a canter-are simply laying
tip disappointment for themselves. They expect the
impossible. We shall win, but at great. cost. The spring
Campaign is hound to be the bloodiest and most dreadful
the world has ever known. Some of those who are talking
lightly of peace in June should make inquiries concerning
the preparations being completed by our cwn authorities
for the spring campaign ! .
The situation along the extended line from Switzerland
to Northern Belgium continues to be, at the moment of
writing, one of expectant waiting. Each side is watching
the other as a trained wrestler watches the eyes of his
opponent before coming to grips. There is a ;skirmish
here, an artillery duel there, a sudden concentration of
.forces somewhere else.
We have been systematically worrying the Germans
all along the line in order to keep as many of their troops
as possible engaged here so that they cannot be shipped
across to the Russian front. Each side is seeking- for an

opening, and for a -chance to break through. Equally,
each side is perfecting its communications behind- the
lines, elaborating fresh entrenched positions, preparing for
retirement as well as for advance.
Occasionally correspondents from Holland send glowing
accounts of how the Germans are making preparations
to evacuate Northern Belgium. Of course - they are :
just as we are making preparations, should we be driven
to it; to evacuate Northern France. But neither 'side
will go back from the territory it now holds unless its
positions are turned, Without falling back from one line
of trenches to another, contesting every line.
The Task before Russia
The Russian defeat in East Prussia demonstrated once
more the great advantage possessed by the Germans in
their marvellous system of military railways. The German
Grand General Staff can move armies from point to point
in a way never attempted in war before. Men may be
fighting the British cn the River Aisne cne week and the
Russians on the baffles of the Niemen the next.
The German advance in East Prussia was a masterly
Military operation. An enormous army was concentrated
before the Russians realised what was awaiting them, and
nothing but stubborn fighting power and desperate ccurage
saved the Russians in the north front terrible disaster,
As it was, they had to pay a heavy price, but they ha,. e
apparently succeeded in preventing Marshal von Hindenburg from accomplishing his main purpose. He has five" t
the Russian forces from East Prussia, but he has net
succeeded in opening a way for the capture of Warsaw I y
a Prussian advance from the north,
It would he foolish to deny the importance of the Russian
checks in East Prussia and around Czernovitz, The check
in the north, in particular, will, so far as can be seen.
prevent any possibility of a Russian invasion of Prussia
proper from there for many months to come. These facts
do not, however, affect the general confidence in the triumph
of Russia held by all who have studied, at first hand, the
recent development of the Russian armies, 'I would like to recommend all who desire to realise
something of the magnitude, the costliness, and the stutbornness of the Russian war, to read Mr. Stanley Wash
burn's " Field Notes from the Russian Front," a volume
just published. It tells of titanic war, of battles Willi
millions of men engaged, of casualties greater in a single
fight than the whole British losses in France and Belgium
since the outbreak of the war.
Mr. Washburn, who is an American citizen, is superbly
confident of ultimate Russian victory. The Russian plars
are barely under way, the Russian strength has scarcely
shown itself. " No one who stays here long can doubt
that Russia is in this war to win, ay, if it takes ten years."
How to Help Belgium
Anyone who is anxious to help the brave Belgian Army
in the field—as apart from the Belgian people living in
this country--cannot do better than support the Hector
Munro Ambulance Volunteer Corps now working at Furnes,
Some time ago the work of this ambulance corps in the
field came under my personal observation. No words
of praise can be too high --for the courage, skill, and efficiency
shown by all its workers.
When I was at Furnes we knew- very well, when we
saw the Munro ambulances speeding out at great rate
for some particular point, that hot fighting was- going
on there. The Belgian Army very badly needs medical
help such as the. MUnro ambulances can giVe. I say
deliberately that no finer or more courageous medical
war aid has been done anywhere than here,
- Dr. Munro and his colleagues are, I understand, seriously
hampered by lack of funds, They have used up their
own private 'means without stint, but more money Must
be had. Fresh - cars arc needed, and needed now, Mr.
McConnell, of 6r and 6e, Chancery Lane, London. is
treasurer of the fund:
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Tragic Humility of the P saner Expression

German soldier unwillingly facing the camera. All German
prisoners are photographed by their French captors.

Unhappy French prisoners in a German concentration camp
at meal time. They seem to feel their position bitterly.

British soldiers returning from work' at the Doberitz camp, Germany. They
are all shy of the camera, many of them hiding their faces behind spades.
The plight of British in German durance has been proved to be pitiable.

Intense'depression of
French prisoners in
Germany subjected to the unsympathetic stare
of :lee crowd in Berlin.
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By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R. N„ M.P.
/N the last article we gave a rough idea of the functions Turkish cancer, which not only sucks some of the vital
1 of different fighting craft, showing how the weakest energies Of the Allies, but warns off the Balkan nations
and fastest radiate from or base themselves on the who might help us. So the old ships, arc sent to shell
islower and more powerful ships. All the increased efficiency the outer forts of the Dardanelles, and what was done
of their work, as compared with the beating the air practised in one part can be done in another to the inner forts.
But here again we see the team work at play, and the
by Germany, is due to this co-ordination of effort.
The statement of the advantages of our position is not immense reach of the island's maritime power.
The Ark Royal carries hydroplanes which co-operate
complete until we add that Great Britain and Ireland
themselves confer advantages of no ordinary kind in being by flying' over the Turkish forts and acting as spotters
islands. They occupy positions at the gates of Europe, to signal the results of every shot. Similarly, in Beatty's ,
such as induced Ernerscn to exclaim that England's best recent action in the North Sea, the light cruisers took
admiral could not have anchored her in a more_ favourable up positions from which they could watch and signal
position. It enables our Navy with ease to prevent all the results of the shooting, and no corresponding action
egress and ingress, except for submarines, from the North was possible to the flying foe. Sthall wonder, therefore.
Sea, and, therefore, to cut off all German commerce and that in the naval battle the shooting was all to the
',supplies, so bringing pressure to bear on the enemy popu- advantage of one side, and in the bombardment not
lation and armies. At the same time the Navy can, without one of the ships was hit.
I propose to deal with the bombardment of the Darin any way hampering its offensive campaign, offer a
complete defence to the islands, since there arc no land danelles in a subsequent article, for the Straits, we should
frontier anxieties, and the Army can be rendered completely remember, are 35 miles long, and the outer forts we have
dealt with are of secondary iMpOrtance. The Straits are
mobile for service abroad.
from 1,400 to 8,000 yards wide. It is in the narrow part
Why Zeppelins are Ineffective,
higher up that we have our more difficult task; there
But the advantages do not end here. It is possible is work ahead for ourselves and the Russians.
in an island, to an extent unknown to a country with
Only let us also remember that we have not, as seems.:
land frontiers, to prevent information of value going to be universally supposed, to steam up these narrow
out. Take meteorology, which is so indispensable to the straits and fight directly with the forts. In these days
operations of aircraft. Zeppelins and other German air- of long - range guns, with hydroplanes to watch the fall
craft have no information of weather conditions and of each shot, the forts can be attacked from quite a different
barometric pressures at sea. They have only the European direction to the water which they defend. Especially is
Continental reports, as we take care to keep our insular this the case when there is only a narrow neck of land
and sea reports to; ourselves. On the other hand, we have before there is more sea, and the intervening hills are less
all the reports from the sea and from the neutral territory than loo feet high.
adjoining our enemy. It is for this reason that, being
unable to obtain any surface assistance by way of convoy Wanted: A Reserve of Guns.
Vt hat I am concerned now- to point out is the importance
from the sea, and starting from Heligoland and CuxhaVen,
of the agitation winch' I carried through in the columns •
the enemy's aircraft so frequently come to grief.
Raids such as those we have made on Wilhelmshaven, of " The Daily Graphic " in 1905 for a reserve of guns.
Zeebrugge, and Ostend become impossible. In addition, - We arc using the guns to the full in this Dardanelles work,
from our island we have only to think of the concentrated and their lives are limited while the ships are as sound
aerial offensive against the German coast and along the as ever. The same is true of the ships that fought under
fifty miles of fighting-line occupied by the British and Beatty the other day. The important thing is to put
Belgian armies. Germany, on the other hand, has, besides fresh guns on board, and the old guns to be re-tubed by a
the coast to think of, 1,200 miles of fighting-lines near process which takes three months, and hammer away.
Now the proportion of our courage in tins matter is necesher land frontiers where she is face to face with her foes.
As was pointed out in the previous article, the main thing sarily limited by the extent of our resource of guns,
and it is well that we have
is for all forms of fighting
Mr. Ch_urehill's assurance of
craft to act together, or,
how satisfied he is in this
what is called, co-ordination
respect.
of effort. It is nothing more
than team work as we know
Since the week we have
just passed through has been
it on the football field—
the first week of Germany's,
forwards, half - backs, and
". blockade," it might have
backs. This ability is lost
seemed right to have devoted
to a navy which is driven,
like the German, to seek the
some. of my space to it.
protection of its fortified
The fact is, the German
harbours. Establishing its
campaign so far has been
ascendency in this respect,
a failure, and there is
nothing to add to my forethe British Navy_ is then
casts, suggestions, and comable to use all its so-called
ments I made in TuE Wm:
obsolete ships in different
ILLUSTRATED on February
parts of the world for duties
13th.
where modern fighting ships
One nation after another
Will not be encountered.
has tried its hand at finding
" For instance, with the
general reopening from all
a weapon which will turn
the position of the supreme
ice impediments of the Black
Sea ports, the need of food
Navy, and one after another
they have all failed.
Gersupplies and oil in Great
Britain in the future, and the
many has now tried the
need of Russia for American
commerce destroyer, the subwar material, make it of
marine, and the mine, and
The " entente" in the Dardanelles. The French battleship
all alike have but the same
importance to open the DarBouvet, which, with two other ships of the Republic,
dandles and ,et rid of the
fate.
assisted in the joint attack on the Dardanelles forts.
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Some Minor Incidents in Kultur s Wicked War

Members of the German Red Cross Society marching along a muddy road in
Northern France to the battlefield. For some-.reason or other they are armed
with rifles. Why? These have nothing to do with succouring the wounded.

On the left: A travelling chapel, which accompanies each German Army Corps to the
front. As the Germans smash so many churches, it is well to have portable ones in
reserve. On the right: German soldiers photographed at Landerville, in the shadow of
the statue of Gerard, the great Marshal of France under Louis Philippe.

The gentle Hun goes aloft to sleep in
a farmhouse of the Aisne.

Unhappy Belgian suspect interrogated by German officers. Woe betide him if he fell
into any trap !aid for h Fri by his ingenious edpfors.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane "
Y announcing officially that his Majesty's aeroplane- launching gear must be fitted to hurl the aeroplane
ship Ark Royal is with our Fleet off the Dardanelles into the air like a stone from a sling ; so that even if its
the Admiralty has made known a fact of consider- engine stopped just as it was getting under way it would
able interest, in that it is disclosed to the public the exist- rise clear of the ship and have room to turn round and
ence of a new unit which previously only interested those glide down comfortably on to the water.
who were particularly concerned with aviation.
When the Hermes was torpedoed in the Channel she was How Hydroplanes are Launched Over Water
officially described as a seaplane-carrying ship, and the
A launching gear of this sort was tried in 1913 by the
three ships which carried the seaplanes for the raid on
Cuxhaven at Christmas were also called " seaplane- Ingenious Mr. Curtiss, who successfully launched his flyingcarriers." The Ark Royal is, however. a proper aeroplane boats with it off a pier. His arrangement was a cradle
"'mother ship," which is quite a different thing. She was on which the boat sat. The cradle. which had small truckbuilt some considerable time before the war in a privately- like wheels, was hauled rapidly along a pair of rails till
owned shipyard, and there was no particular secret it reached such a speed that the beat, assisted by its own
about her construction ; but her equipment was only engine as well as the push of the gear, rose and left the
completed after war broke out, so one may not say more cradle behind.
In another type the boat started by its own power
than that she was a large merchant steamer which was
transformed to carry aeroplanes of all sorts, whether and ran along the rails till it lifted of its own accord,
shore-gOing machines, seaplanes. or flying-boats, that her If the engine was not pulling well the whole outfit
',foredeck was arranged so that shore-going aeroplanes ran over the edge of the pier and the cradle fell into the
could be launched off it without having to be carted ashore water, but so far as I can gather nothing very serious ever
'before starting, and that she was to be specially equipped happened, for the boat always got near enough to her
'not only to repair aeroplanes but even to rebuild any flying speed to avoid falling, and at worse she only dipped
which might be seriously damaged. To what extent these on clearing the pier and started flying properly before
touching the, water.
'features have been further developed in completing her
This system has much to recommend it, for by its inears
equipment must not be disclosed, but she is, at any rate,
,the first step towards a new class of ship which will in even heavy seaplanes can be got off a ship when the IVa111is too rough for them to get off the water, and though the
!the future occupy a prominent place in the Navy.
waves may damage them, on their return they can to
picked up 'by their mother ship without•serious trouble by,
'The Problem of Aeroplanes at Sea,
means of derricks.
For several years past the problem of handling aeroplaneS at sea has occupied a good deal of attention. As Devices to Cope with Starting Difficulty
early as 1911, Mr. Glenn Curtiss, the famous American
Tilot, flew off a United States battleship and alighted on
Another ingenious system was invented by M. Dleriot.
shore, and early in 1912 the late Mr. Ely flew from the and experimented by. M. Pegoud, of " looping the loop
shore and alighted on a ship, the vessel being at anchor. -fame. In this, the aeroplane carried a clip—something
'in 1912, also, Lieutenant Samson, R.N. (now Wing-Com- like an automatic railway coupling—on steel tubes over
mander) flew a shore-going Short biplane off a platform the pilot's head. This clip encircled a horizontal wire
erected on the foredeck of H.M.S. Hibernia, at anchor in cable, without gripping it. The aeroplane was thus susSheerness Harbour, and later on Lieutenant Gregory, pended below the wire and was free to run along it. When
.R.N., and Lieutenant Malone, R.N. (now both Squadron- it had run far enough the pilot pulled a string, released
Commanders) flew off the same ship while she was under the clip, and the aeroplane dropped off the wire into the
way. These were, up to the outbreak of war, the only air at about its correct speed. On returning, the pilot
examples of aeroplanes leaving ships in motion.
had to manoeuvre the aeroplane so that the open clip met
The platform used in these experiments was a clumsy the wire and closed round it, when the pilot stopped his
affair of timber beams and planks, and was always known engine and after a short slide along the cable, remained
in the Royal Naval Air Service as " the scenic railway," suspended from it. It worked quite well over land, but
for it looked more like a
the obvious weakness, about itswitchback than anything else.
at sea, when the cable was
A -similar contraption was also
to be held by booms from the
tried on H.M.S. Hermes
in
side of the ship, was that the,
_
1913, when experiments were
wire would roll about with the
made with amphibious aeroship, and so it would be -difficult'
,planes fitted with both wheels
to manoeuvre the aeroplane up,
and - floats. The- combination
to the Wire.
did not work well, and one or
Various improvements in both
two officers had involuntary
kinds of apparatus have been
baths through their machines
thought out, and undoubtedly
not reaching their full flying
in due time no- one will ever
speed before they reached the
think of hoisting a seaplane cut
end of the platform. No one
into the water and asking it to
lwas seriously hurt, but it showed
slam through the waves when
that some better arrangement
heavily loaded with fuel for a
was necessary.
long voyage, and bombs and
Either the aeroplanes used
ammunition for a raid, as all
must be able, like the little
countries do at present ; that is.
fast " tabloid " scouts of which
of course, until we develop the
I wrote recently, to get off
huge seaplane as big as a dewith a rim of only fifty or
stroyer, which will cruise with the
sixty feet, or an enormously
Fleet on its own bottom and only
long deck must be provided,
open its wings and fly when it is
Another war trophy for the courtyard of Napoleon's
so- as to allow a longer run
in a hurry. Then we shall only
sepulchre. A German Taube attracts considerable
than _ any warship could give,
need mother ships for supplies
public interest at the Invalides, Paris. (Exclusive photoor else some sort of mechanical
and repairs.
graph to "The War Illustrated.")
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angry for the Hun-Lord "Cannon Fodder"

The famous 75 mm. guns are described as "the salvation of France." The French artillery easily prove their superior'
rt
over the German. They are always hungry for the Kaiser's " cannon fodder."

A " 75 " passing through a village, and a Farman biplane acting as scout. On the right,
the gun about to " speak " its message of death. The crew is sheltering in a pit.

A gunner's regimental " colours " are his gun, for which he T festival of the " 75 "
fights and dies. A " 75 " in a fierce action at Pont Nord.
who gave to the soldier

as celebrated in Paris recently. All
families fund received thie medal.
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UR DIARY OF THE W,
Chronology of Events, February 19th to 25th
:FEB. 19.—British Notes to United States published. In one Sir
Edward Grey replies to representations of United States Government as to use of latter's flag by the Lusitania. Other Note
deals with the Wilhelmina case. Both explain the British attitude
in view of Germany's " paper " blockade and repeated violation
of international law.
Bulletin from Sir John French reporting severe fighting southeast of Ypres.
French progress in the Vosges ; German attacks north of
Wisembach repulsed, and positions gained and consolidated.
American ship Evelyn mined off Borkum.
Norwegian tank-ship Belridge struck by German torpedo near
Folkestone.
Bombardment of Dardanelles Forts. Franco-British Fleet.
under Vice-Admiral Carden, attacks forts at entrance to the Dardanelles, those on the European side silenced.
FEB. zo.—Dardanelles action renewed after aerial reconnaissance.
French Government confer Military Medal on Field-Marshal
Sir John French.
French repulse counter-attacks in Champagne and make further
progress in north of Perthes.
Serious fighting in the neighbourhood of Ypres. The Germans
attacked with the bayonet, but were repulsed, losing heavily.
s.s. Downshire sunk by a German submarine off the Calf of Man.
s.s. Cambank torpedoed off Anglesey by German submarine.
FEB. 21.—Russian success in Galicia ; heights south-east of Tukla and
north-west of Senebchouva captured after desperate fight.
German counter-attack in Champagne brilliantly repulsed by
French, who followed up with a vigorous pursuit which made
them masters of the whole German trenches to the north and
east of the wood captured Feb. 20.
In the sectors of Ypres Allies take a portion of trenches which
the enemy had occupied temporarily ; Germans left several
hundreds of dead on the field ; Allies' loss slight.
German aeroplane raid over Essex: bombs dropped on Colchester, Braintree, and Coggeshall ; little damage done,
- Russian counter to the German advance from East Prussia and
Posen begins.
FEB. 22.—Reported that German cruisers still active in Southern
Atlantic and Pacific.
British steamers Highland Brae, Potaro, Hemisphere, and
Wilfred destroyed some weeks ago by enemy.
British reprisals for German blockade. Mr. Asquith announced
in Parliament that the Allies are considering what action to take
by way of reprisals for the German blockade.
Zeppelin attack on Calais, five civilians killed.
Sir Edward Grey, in message to Washington, denies German
assertion that British intended to destroy an American ship in
the war zone to precipitate a crisis between the United States
and Germany.
South African Union forces occupied Garub, 70 miles cast of
Luderitz Bay, without opposition.
French carry more trenches in Champagne and capture numerous

prisoners. Between the Argonne and the Meuse almost the whole
of the enemy's positions captured.
Grand Duke Nicholas reports that in the Russian retreat from
Cast Prussia the flank of one of our ally's corps became exposed.
and only isolated elements of them succeeded in escaping. In
the PraznySh region, bo miles north of Warsaw, Germans take
offensive with considerable force. FEB. 23.—Admiralty restrict :navigation in the Irish Channel by
proclamation of a prohibited area.
German submarine attacked Folkestone-Boulogne cross-channel
passenger boat, the torpedo passing 3o yards ahead of the shin.
First neutral vessel sunk in blockade. The NorWegian collier
Regis torpedoed in the English Channel; crew saved.
Press Bureau published a letter from Sir Edward Grey to the
Chairman of the Commission for Relief in Belgium, - in which he
reviewed the negotiations that have passed between the Commission and the British Government.
Sir John French, in his bi-weekly bulletin, reports British trench
destroyed by mines near Ypres. At Givenchy, close to La Bassee,
British capture a German trench.
Fifteen hundred shells rained upon Rheims Cathedral,
Rioting among Indian troops at Singapore, Press Bureau
announces that the 5th Light Infantry attacked officers owing to
" some jealousy and dissatisfaction concerning recent promotions"
Riots suppressed with help of local fOrces and detachment of
36th Sikhs, seven officers and twenty-nine others killed.
FEB. '24.—French artillery success on the Meuse. Two German
regiments driven from their positions at Les Eparges with loss of
over 3,000 men,
Reported that United States has made informal proposals
concerning the blockade to British and German Governments.
Loss of H.M.S. Clan McNaughton, armed merchant cruiser,
missing since Feb. 3, announced by Admiralty.
FEB: 25.—Allies' success at Dardanelles. All the forts at the entrance
of Straits reduced by combined Franco-British squadron.
French airmen throw sixty bombs on enemy's stations, trains,
and concentrations in Champagne, with effective results.

Note by the Editor

I

HAVE to state, in reply to numerous correspondents, that,
after experiments in binding THE WAR ILLUSTRATED both
with and. without . the cover pages, it has been decided to
maintain all succeeding volumes uniform with the fies.t, that
is to say, each of twenty-six weekly parts.
'
It Will be quite possible for those who wish to include the covers
in their bound volume to do so, as the publishers' cases will take the
increased bulk successfully, giving an excellent result either way.
Beautiful binding cases for the first volume are now on sale
everywhere, and subscribers arc urgently advised not to delay
in getting the first twenty-six parts bound up at once for permanent pres?rvation.•
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Map illustrating the scene of the Allied Fleet's attacks on
February 19th & 25th., under Vice-Admiral Sackville H. Carden.
The Dardanelles forts at Kum Kale were bombarded by the
Vengeance, Cornwallis, Triumph, the French ships Bouvet,
Suffren, and Gaulois, and the inflexible and Agamemnon. All the

forts at the entrance to the straits were reduced, but the Allies'
ships escaped without damage. The conquest of the Dardanelles
would open the way to an attack on Constantinople, and release
Russian shipping in the Black Sea, so essential to the exchange
of war material and food supplies between Russia and the Allies.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

A GIANT SIEGE-HOWITZER.—A most destr uctive-looking
piece of ordnance is this colossal Austrian 12 in. siege-howitzer,
which weighs over twenty-eight tons, and discharges a projectile
weighing 1,000 pounds. In siege warfare such a weapon is
undoubtedly a formidable auantity, but its very bulk tends to

Edited by
3. A. liammerton,

minimise its effectiveness when it haS to be transported any
distance over enemy territory. Where roads are in a bad state of
repair, special rail tracks have to be laid to support the gun. It
has been proved that the bark of this monster—the hope of
Austria's never-victorious forces—is worse than its bite.

T E EAT EPISODES F THE WAR
XV.

The emorable Desert Battle for Egypt

E

VEN the Plain of Armageddon, a hundred miles from
its northern edge, is scarcely so memorable a battlefield as the ancient Desert of Sin, where Turk and
Briton met at last in their struggle for Egypt. Grey and
uncanny, the immense waste of sand undulates under the
moonlit sky. It is the ghostliest wilderness on earth, this
neck of barrenness linking Africa to Asia. For, despite its
terrible sterility, it has been for five thousand years the
chief road to empire. Nov, when the eddying dust lifts
and dances in the night, air, the wraiths of all the great
warrior races on earth seem to rise up and to contend still
in spectral combat. For into that dust have crumbled the
bones of many warring peoples, from the troops of the early
Chaldeans to the French soldiers of the Revolution, marching under Napoleon to the conquest of the Orient.
Ottomans Take the Old
Road of Conquest
The western outskirt of the wilderness has altered greatly
since Moses, with the freed tribes of Israel, overthrew the
hosts of Pharaoh by the Bitter Lakes. A mighty canal
now cuts through the desert. A railway runs by the great
dyke where liner and battleship steam from sea to sea.
Picturesque and busy towns have been built by the canal,
with a channel of fresh water for men to live by. The
desert here has been abolished by the marvellous work of
man.
But the blank tract beyond, stretching upward to the
barren plateau of Judea, is as it was. The lapse of thousands of years has only made it more sterile and waterless,
emptier of nomad tribes, and more perilous to art invading
army from Asia. Yet, towards the end of January, 1915,
the Ottoman Turk, the last historic conquering race to
enter Egypt by the desert road, came again over the sand
and rock to make one more effort at conquest. This time
the Turk was attempting the impossible, and he knew it
But he had a new foreign taskmaster to urge him on, and
his curious, passive fatalism to keep him obedient to orders.
He was led by the most romantic soul in Turkey. This
was Djeinal Pasha, a dreamer lapped in glowing thoughts of
the old warlike glories of his race, and careless of the realities of the coming battle. Such uninteresting details he
left to the giaours-2:Germain generals, officers, and engineers,
who had their own reasons for encouraging the expedition.
Djemal was the only man in Turkey who thought that
the conquest of Egypt was practicable-. When affairs had
hung in the balance between the war party and the neutral
party in the Ottoman Empire, it was Djemal who had
turned the balance to the war, with the idea of being able,
himself to equal the achievements of Sultan Selim, the first
Ottoman conqueror of Egypt,
Stone-wall Maxwell and
the Ape of Saladin
When, after much delay and trouble, he had got an army
corps of Turks, Anatolians, and Syrians well into the
desert, with the Bedouins of Arabia gathered about him,
intent in sharing in the spoil of modern Egypt, Djemal took
to -sending challengea to General Maxwell, commanding
the' British, Australasian, and Indian troops entrenched
along the Suez Canal. The romantic pasha had the innocence to propose that our army should leave its defences
and march into the desert and offer battle on equal terms.
This was, Djenial's idea of modern warfare. He wanted a
dashing, picturesque affair, like the combats between
Saladin of Egypt and Richard the First of England. He
was quite disappointed when General Maxwell, a scientific
soldier of the. Kitchener school, refused to fight in the
romantic mariner. He seems then to have lost interest in
the whole affair, and to have let the Germans manage the
business.
They managed it as well as could be expected:. There
were about thirty thousand men collected round the central
oases of the desert. For weeks all their dispositions were
studied by our aviators, while the defences of the canal

were being improved. The ancient path of invasion by
El Kantara was unkindly blocked by the British general,
who flooded the bed of a great dried-up lake between Port
Said and El Kantara, and left the old bridge town jutting
like a fortified promontory into the flood. In the level
waste between the Bitter Lakes and Suez British battleships, with their great guns, served as mobile, impregnable
forts. Only the centre of the canal, between the blue
waters of Lake Tinsah and the green stretch of the old
Bitter Lakes, was left open to attack. Having thus guided
the enemy to the destined place of slaughter, General
Maxwell waited, and continued drilling his troops to the
highest possible standard of fighting efficiency.
Turkish Advance Hidden
by a Sandstorm
Some of the men became very discontented, especially
time Australasians and the Territorials. All the time they
were hearing tales of the great deeds of the Immortal
Division at pres, and of stirring fights with the Prussian
Guards. It seemed as though the Russians in the Caucasus
were going to have all the luck of a scrap with the Turks.
If bribery could have induced Djemal Pasha to attack, the
Australasians and Territorials would have given him siy
months of their pay.
But the happy day at last arrived. On Tuesday,
February and, there was a sandstorm which prevented
our aviators from making their daily reconnoitring flights.
Profiting by -this escape from continual observation, the
Ottoman generalissimo made his final dispositions for the
conquest of Egypt. He detached a column some three
thousand strong to march northward and make a strong
demonstration against El Kantara. Another column of four
thousand men was despatched to make a feint attack upon
the Ismailia Ferry post. Then the main army was lined
up behind some barren heights about seven miles eastward
of the small village of Toussoum and the rocky barrier of
the Serapeum. At Toussouni was the railway to Cairo and
Suez, and, what was of more immediate importance to the
thirsty Turks, the small canal of fresh water. By reaching
and holding the fresh-water canal, they would overcome
the chief difficulty of their terrible desert campaign.
Battling in Darkness with
the Pontoon Squads
General Maxwell did all he: Mild to coax them onward
into the trap which he had prepared for them. Our troops,
holding the Asiatic side of the canal between the Toussouni
post and the Serape-1.mi post, were retired to the farther
bank. This left the enemy a long, clear, uncontested
stretch of water to bridge with his pontoons. The main
Turkish forces began to advance in the evening, and when
the night fell, dark and cloudy, everything seemed to
favour their enterprise. One of their divisions concealed
itself in a rocky depression about a mile from the Suez Canal,
while a brigade of infantry moved down and entrenched
in the low scrub between the Toussourri and Serapeum
posts. They pushed out sharpshooters, with machine-guns,
to sweep the canal with their fire. Then twenty-four
squads of men toiled laboriously in the darlmess over the
sand and gravel to• the canal bank. Each squad carried
a large, heavy boat of zinc made by German engineers
and dragged over the desert by bullock-teams. The
design was to construct a pontoon of the zinc boats,
with planks fastened on the top forming a bridge, by which
the Ottoman host could cross the canal.
It was about three o'clock on Wednesday morning,
February 3rd, that the pontoon squads of Anatolians
reached the canal side. Some of them tried to row across
the water in their zinc boats and establish a bridge-head
on the farther bank. But along the high wooded ground
on the opposite side of the water our silent but watchful
troops were entrenched, with powerful artillery batteries
supporting them. The British force opened rifle fire in
the darkness at twenty minutes past three, when the canal
,Contintied on page 76
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Three Unnamed Heroes of an Unnamed Corps

Gallant stand by British during the recent fighting south—east
of Ypres. In one of our trenches, which had become practically
isolated, forty British soldiers continued to hold firm until every
one of them was either killed or wounded. Eventually three only
were left who were capable of firing. Still undaunted, these

three continued to hold the charging Germans at bay. Fearful
lest the three defenders' ammunition should be exhausted, a
volunteer relief force of seven men set out. When they succeeded
in reaching the trench the three heroic survivors were still stand ing amid their dead and disabled comrades and firing steadily.

The War Illustrated, 13th March, 1915.
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THE DESERT BATTLE FOR EGYPT

Whatever may be thought of his intelligence and skill, the
was covered with the enemy's boats. At the same time a - ordinary Turkish soldier is at least- no coward. He- can
double enfilading fire was poured on the ainbuShed Turks usually die as bravely and stubbornly as the men of any race.
Yet Djemal's main force, amounting to a full division,
from the Toussoum and Serapeum posts on the Asiatic side of
the water. Three of the Turco-German boats were at once made no attempt whatever to retrieve the disaster. They
sunk. Two others managed to reach the shore. One crew did not come into the fight, and the battle abruptly ended,
was killed trying to clamber up the high bank, while the when little more than a skirmishing reconnaissance in force
had been undertaken by a single brigade. second crew was captured with their boat.
Perhaps the explanation is that the romantic pasha sudThe entire Turkish brigade then attacked. Under cover
of their fire the bridging parties once more advanced down denly 'awakened to a sense of realities, and, seeing the
to the waterside. They were again met by rifle and Maxim destruction of his foremost troops,, concluded that the
fire from our troops, yet all through the remaining hours apparently open position along the canal was a trap. This,
of darkness the Anatolians continued their desperate as we have seen, was the case. But, for the honour of the
attempts to- bridge the canal. Meanwhile, the Turco-Ger- ordinary Turkish soldier, the main division might have
man artillery in the hollows behind the distant ridges tried to strike one blow, instead of giving up their enterprise
continually searched our position with explosive shell and at the first slight reverse.
shrapnel.- Our batteries did not reply, leaving it to our
The entire affair was an historic bubble-burst. It had
- riflemen and Maxim-gun officers to hold the bridging party
taken months to get the invading army across the desert.
in check. This they did until the sky whitened in the Great sums had been spent in buying transport animals, and
east, and the light of dawn revealed the enemy's positions.
in providing drinking water and munitions of war. Yet,
The Turkish attack was then blown away. The after little more than a vain, preliminary skirmish, Turk,
pontoon-carriers - fell, dead beneath their riddled zinc Syrian, and Anatolian went back the way they had
come, without having
boats ; the Turkish trenches.
in the scrub were raked by
seriously menaced the
gun fire, and even their
position of the defending
diStant' infantry supports
troops.
were bombarded. A British
In fact, they retreated
officer, perched the evenso rapidly on Wednesday
ing before in a tree near
evening that the men occut lie Turkish position,
pying their nearest
directed the batteries.
trenches by the canal were
Eighteen out of the ttventyleft behind. On Thursfour pontoons were sunk
day, February 4th, these
or captured, and as the
hapless enemies, after being
bridging parties retreated,
shelled by our warships,
a British counter-attack
were surrounded by our
was launched from the
infantry and taken
Serapeum post.
prisoners. Thus ended
The defending troops,
Djemal's dream of the
rushing over the sand;
Ottoman reconquest of
flat, reached a ridge comEgypt. A good many of
manding -the hollows where
the Bedouins, frightened
the enemy was massed.
by our flying machines,
There they shot down tli‘.;deserted him before the
Turks as these fled to the
battle, stealing off at night
distant eastern hills. D
with their camels, and any
was one of the most surother animals they could
prising routs in militar
take. The broken army
history. For the Turks
of invasion retreated toOn the left, ruined house in the Rue Dognin, Calais, where five
still had some twelve
wards Beersheba. The
civilians were killed by the explosion of a Zeppelin bomb. The
thousand , bayonets in
only surviving inhabitant was the infant, seen on the right. He
British losses in dead and
was
sleeping
in
the
cot
marked
with
a
cross,
and
had
a
reserve in the next
wounded were only one
miraculous escape from bomb fragments.
depression in the desert.
hundred and ten !

The funeral tn. the five victims of Zeppelin savagery at Calais on February 22nd. Their house in the -Rue Magnin was
completely wrecked by two infernal rnachinee. Several other incendiary bombs were dropped without doing further damage.

With the Huns in Prussia and the Carpathians

The Carpathian heights 'neath their mantle of snow. These slopes have recently been strewn with dead; but this wonderful
scene is reminiscent of jolly winter sports rather than of war. It illustrates the difficulties in transport with which the
Austrians have to contend. (These photographs are exclusive to "The War Illustrated.")

A land abandoned by humanity to the inhuman. With the Huns in the bleak, treeless, and trench—torn countryside of East
Prussia. Germans entrenched in the snow—clad district of the Masurian Lakes. In the distance can be seen long rows of vicious
barbed—wire entanglements. These form the only relief to the monotonous landscape.
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On the snowbound battle-grounds of Galicia

Russian outposts in action in Galicia.

Grand Duke Nicholas has of late
been punishing the Austrians
severely, inflicting on them tremendous
losses and capturing thousands of men
and numerous guns. These exclusive
photographs, direct from the snowcovered plains of Galicia, provide interesting glimpses of the soldiers of the
Tsar in their campaign against the
common enemy. The work of the outposts, seen above, has added dangers on
account of the difficulty of moving unobserved against the white background
The " scarecrow " erected
of snow.
behind the advance guard in the photograph below has been rigged-up in order
to act as a decoy for distracting the
enemy's attention from the main body of
troops. Also, by firing at this dummy
figure they betray their exact position to
the advance guard, who can thus give
valuable information to their artillery.

T

HE

The centre photograph shows rifle ammunition being conveyed to the firimg—line. Even the acclimatised Siberian ponies find
the " going " extremely difficult, and are not at all sure of their foothold on the rough ground. Below a Russian advance
guard firing from the scanty cover afforded by a ditch. Behind them is a "scarecrow" rigged up as a decoy.

Slavdom defies "might is right"with "blood & iron'

Cossacks in action taking cover behind their horses' bodies. From earliest boyhood the Cossacks become familiar with horses, an zI
they are among the most daring horsemen in the world. Their steeds are trained to lend all possible aid in warfare, and whe,
required to act as cover, remain absolutely immovable under fire.

The Russo-Austrian campaign in Galicia. Russian infantrymen entrenched on the edge of a wood. The Austrian trenches are only
between two and three hundred yards away from this point. Their faint outline can be seen between the trees. A hot engagemer ,
was in progress when this photograph (like most in this number, exclusive to " The War Illustrated "I was taken.
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With Our Photographer Nearest to the Huns

Important point in front of the British trenclie's, which has been strongly fortified with " sand-bag " defence works. Kis not generElty
known that these bags are sent over specially for this purpose, and are filled, not with sand, but with earth.

British battery in action. The smoke of the gun in the distance is plainly discernible as the projectile leaves the weapon. in
the foreground a large "funk-hole" has been made, in which the gunners can just be seen.

An entrenching party is seen resting whilst our photographer, at great risk, takes this snapshot.
Right on thz battle-front.
The whole place has been consistently shelled try the enemy. The neighbouring village has paid the penalty of " Kuttur•"

Camera Records o

ish

rst-line Activities

The eternal question of " tiffin" is being energetically considered somewhere behind the fighting-line, under cover of a
picturesque thatched cottage. British soldiers are preparing
lunch for their comrades. Some are digging potatoes.

Sad weather and trenches, heavy transport work, and devastating shells have converted the fertile land of Belgium into
a desert waste similar to that seen in this photograph. It
represents a position abandoned for reasons of flood.

Trenches—and still more trenches—needed. Under cover of a shattered village near Lille, a squad of British soldiers are or
their way, armed with pick and spade to make further entrenchments behind the first line,

The War ltrustratcd, 1311i, March, 1915.
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Allies forcing the Gate to slam's Stronghold

Left to right H.M.S. Vengeance, which at close range assisted in the destruction of Cape Hellas Battery. H.M.S. Triumph, which
worked in conjunction with the Vengeance and Albion. H.M.S. Inflexible, battle-cruiser of invincible class, armed with eight 12 in. guns.

A sight to strike terror into the treacherous Turk. The allied ships as they appeared at the
entrance to the Dardanelles. inset : Vice-Admiral Sackvi Ile H. Carden, of the British Squadron.

Agamemnon (left), H.M.S. Cornwallis (right), full speed aheivil.:471Viii%hit'isr" ship, together with the Queen Elizabeth, born-

.har'deefthej Dai411:404.440. 49 Os -at long,rairge,

and .a shell from-Cape Mielleslitatter* truck her at'l 1 ,000 yards, killing three men and
wounding -others; The Cornwallis under cover of the long-range fire, helped to complete the destruction of this fort.
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Penetrating the Waterway to Constantinople
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..•
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Fort Sedel Bahr just inside the straits on the European bank. Other big defences destroyed
by the Allies were Cape Hellos Battery, Forts Orkhenieh Tabia, and Kum Kaleh.

Kum Kaleh Battery at the entrance to the Dardanelles, showing one of its four big guns, which, however, could not compete
effectively with the Allies' fire. The action in this erstwhile impregnable zone is likely to impress Balkan neutrals with the
extent of the Allies' power. Insets : General view of Constantinople, the objective of the Allies, and the Sultan of Turkey.

Preparin3 for the inevitable attack on Constantinople. New Ottoman troops drilling in front of the Turkish War Office.

the Wrir Vitiatralc,l, 13th Mal c9, 1915.
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The Guerilla Element in Modern Warfare : Terrible Turcos Annihilate Huns near Ypres Canal

It is almost 160 days since the War Lord set his heart and troops
on Calais, and the cherished base for operations against " perfidious
Albion" is still as far from his grasp as ever. Such fighting as has
characterised this blood-stained area of Flanders is unique in the
annals of. universal strife. Every loot of the ground has been hotly

Contested ; every farmhouse and cottage the scene of individual ' bloat of the Ypres Canal, between Elverdinghe and Pilkem. Prussian
conflict. Nowadays, there is no Waterloo begun and finished 'nu-day.
Atifetatry are surprised and annihilated by the terrible Turcos. Frebut innumerable counter-gains and losses along a line which vasellateci-:, qUistt mentions of house-to-house fighting have appeared in official
very much like the writhing evolutions of a mighty boa-constrictor.
ceeteuttuniquee and this drawing gives a splendid ideaof the ferocity
The scene of the struggle illustrated on these pages is the east !" of latch warfare. In such an emergency the Turco is at his best and

the Hun at his worst. The temperament of the native or French soldier
makes-him irresistible where his own initiative is brought into play, but
the phlegmatic Prussian is slow of action if compelled to rely on himself. The pity is that, in this patient war of dug-outs, the opportunities
for a charge have not been more frequent during the winter months.

The Turkish Debacle on the Suez Canal *

Entrenchments on the banks of the Suez Canal, Everything possible has been done by the army in Egypt to ensure the
Teutonised Turks another warm reception should Djemal Pasha and his army be tempted to come again. All that is wanted now,
according to general report; is a few serious attacks, British troops in Egypt are simply " dying " for a real fight.

ritish battleship in the Suez Canal cleared for action. It wilt be seen that her crew are protected from stray shots by sand—bag
defences. All vessels now passing up and down the canal are similarly defended.

An encampinent along the banks of the Suez Canal. The monotony of the yellow sand of Egypt is now relieved here and
there by the white canvas tents of the British forces defending the Protectorate. (Photographs exclusive to " The War Illus, rated.—
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"Holy" Warriors now in British Safe Keeping

The obvious sequel to the Turkish attack on Egypt fiasco. Several hundred
Ottoman prisoners on their way to internment. Most of the " holy "
warriors were only too happy to get away from their overbearing taskmasters the infidel Huns. Enema! Pasha's romantic plans for Ottoman
reconquest of Egypt failed hopelessly. As it happened only an inconsiderable force of Turks actually took part in the fight for the canal. The main
army, apparently realising the superhuman difficulties of the campaign,
retreated towards Beersheba without attempting a serious attack.

Another view of Turkish prisoners marchitig to, a detention camp under an escort of-Colonial troops.- (Photographs exclusive to
" The War Illustrated.") Inset : Wounded Turks being assisted aboard the hospital-train for Cairo by native railway guards.

Illastratcd, 13th March, 19!5.
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With our Photographer in France and Flanders

French soldiers closely following the effect of mitrailieuse fire on the enemy's position. The death—dealing weapon can be seen
in the centre, well hidden from the Germans, under a rude awning. The trench is protected with hurdle—like barricades—the most
effective screen from bursting shrapnel.

Another scene in a first—line trench. French soldiers in their winter furs and two officers watching the enemy's trenches for signs
of life. The dramatic intensity of the " lookers—on " has been well caught by the camera.

The approach of lunch—time in the trenches along the Yser. Three Belgian soldiers awaiting a meal, cooking in the pot, which , in
spite of the crude environment, looks as if it might be very appetising. The trench has been well protected with iron shields.
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Incidents b the way in the Var of Attrition

Grim legacies of the dead. Clothes and effects of fallen Germans
in the park of a chateau, where their owners lie buried.

French soldier on a ladder erected in a forest in order to observe
the effect of gun-fire on a German position.

After the visit of the campaign postman. French soldiers with
their letters outside a " villa " behind the firing-line.

The silent thunderer. German cannon abandoned after a fierce battle. The gun had been rendered useless before the-Germans
left it. Judging by the wrecked defence works, this position was subjected to a hot bombardment.

BY
By F. A. McKenzie, " Daily Mail " War Correspondent
E are on the eve of the great forward movement of
the allied armies, if that forward movement has
not already begun. The Germans have been able
during the winter months, thanks to the excellence of their
railway system, to fling their main forces at any point they
pleased.
One month they elected to burl an immense army against
the British position at Ypres, and it was only by the most
amazing stubbornness and courage that our soldiers held
them back in a long fight, in TVillei 1 the very drummer
boys and cooks' mates had to shoulder their rifles and take
their part in the front lines. A little later we found them
turning upon Soissons, and for one dark hour or two it
seemed as though they might bleak through to Paris.
Then came the swift move of their armies eastwards. and
the great battles of East Prussia.
What Germany Wants to Know
But when the allied advance begins, the Germans will
find themselves forced to scatter their ranks, and to defend
the long lines east and west all at the same time, uncertain
where our main attack will come. Two and a half million
French troops are under arms to-day, After all the lines
are held it will be possible to use at least a million of these
for an advance. Where will they strike ?
New British forces have been waiting t'or their hour
to come, in the region north of Rouen and Amiens.
hey going to advance northwards ? Are they trying to
creak
.:
through in the direction of Lille ? Will they co-operate with the French in an advance through Alsace, or
from Verdun into the Luxemburg ? is the land advance
to be carried out simultaneously with a naval attack on the
Garman positions along the Belgian coast ? Are we going
to try to land an army anywhere on the coast ? 'these
are the questions which the German Great General Staff
has been trying to answer for a month and .more.
Theornain purpose of German air raids across the North
Sea and along the French lines has been. not to drop a few
bombs which do comparatively little harm, but to discover
1 he dispositions of the allied armies. It is essential for the
Germans that they should learn what our main plans are,
it is our business to conceal them. We may rest assured
that no effort has been spared on land or in the air to find
out what we are doing.
Deception, Subterfuge, Pretence.
In the early days of the war I was testing one night, in a
small town in Northern Belgium, a hundred miles or more
a s we thought from the German front, when a man hurried
me with information that a party of Uhlans had suddenly
appeared in a village not six miles away, and that there
had been a skirmish. All the Germans bad been killed but
two, who were coming in as prisoners. What were these
men doing there ? We soon learnt the explanation.
The German generals, anxious to know our strength, had
asked for, volunteers among the cavalry to go out on a
desperate errand. They were to ride hard and ride straight
through our country. They were to avoid outposts; seek
to get in touch with our main lines, and then to retire.
Atost of them would die—that was certain. Those who
returned were promised the Iron Cross for every man.
That is the e.kplanation of the recent presence, of German
cavalry in the Forest of Compiegne,
The struggle to learn what -your enemy is doing is the real
preliminary of amain battle, and the preliminary on which
the fate of the battle often depends. Deception, subterfuge, and pretence are all legitimate in war. Our task is to
deceive the Germans, and every plan will be fried—from
the speeches of great statesmen to articles in obscure
provincial newspapers, from costly preparations at various
bases for armies which never arrive to pretended traitors
sent out to give the Germans information. We are bound
to employ every weapon at our disposal. The Germans
i rickgreat cornare doing the same. It is a favou r iteof
manders to concentrate attention on one point when they are
preparing for a lightning stroke at quite ,f 1104,11;-r. Thc- re

W

has been much_ talk about an advance beyond Verdun, but
or — You can fill in
we have heard no mention of
the blanks for yourself.
It is a sound principl'e of war not to underrate your
opponents. Germany has her plans, just as we have ours.
She, too, will be able to throw enormous forces forward.
Every available fact seems to point to her advance being
made from Soissons towards Paris. Should this advance
succeed, Paris would probably fall. The fall of Paris would
be worth the loss of a million men to Germany. It Would
divide the allied armies; it would strike a tremendous blow
at our prestige, and the Germans man conceivably think
that it would weaken the spirit and determination of the
French people. We have had ample warning of the dang-ei,
and it will be surprising if we have not prepared for it by
a whole series of iresh lines of defence between the ea oital
and the German lines.
The Price ciT. Vic .̀.ory
The advance will be exceedingly costl in life, that is
certain, and it is as well that we should face the fact now- .
In the old days, the days before the present war, Continental
generals were accustomed to declare that the British
armies would never be of much account in the war because
their generals would be too afraid of public opinion to
sacrifice the lives necessary for victory. " Pooh at
Kitchener at Paardeberg," file,: said. " Ile threw .his
troops forward against Cronje and lost heavily, and was
censured and humiliated for doing so: Yet he was right.
and had his attack been maintained Britain would have
lost fewer men in the end," I do not think the Continental commanders will be talking in the same way today. They have learned better now', - They have learned
many new things about the British character and oar
soldiers which did not enter into the t «ramp
tnation het-ore
The Russian Advance
I recently devoted one of these letters to the position of
the Russian armies, and it must have seemed to many of
my readers that I was wholly incorrect in what I wrote.
On the very day that my article was published, telling
hopefully of the Russian prospects, there came new
through from the front of the apparently crushing defeat
of the Russians north and south.
I wrote hopefully, because I know something of the traiojug. the preparations, the equipment, and the spirit of the
Russian forces. Happily it looks as though my optimism
had not been misplaced. The Russians have recovered
from their defeats with incredible rapidity. The German
armies which struck at them have been held and driven
back. From almost every point on the eastern front conics
news of Russian progress and German retirement.
What caused the great Russian defeat in 'the north ?
How was it that the forces there were not at least able to
hold the Germans back until reinforcements could reach
them
I have heard the explanation given by those who
ought to know that it was due to shortage of ammunition.
particularly to shortage of shells, I am writing this
article immediately after returning from a visit to Glasgow.
1 saw there whole lines of great works; given up to the
Manufacture of shells for the British forces, lying silent
and empty. The masters and men had quarrelled over a
question of wages, and work had ceased.
It is not my purpose here to discuss the rights and wrongs
of that quarrel. But as I talked with the employers in
their comfortable 'Ionics, and with the workmen in their
clubs and meeting-places, I felt that I would have liked
to bring before their eves a vision of the fighting field. For
these men in their quarrel risk the entire future of our
armies in the field, If, in the months to come, there should
he an occasion when a British army has to pause in its
advance or fall back for lack of shells, some of the men who
helped on this quarrel might find themselves strung no
in front of their doors by indignant Glasgow people who
will rightly hold the Clyde to blame for the shortage,
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Simple.Life in British Trench " Hotels "

After dinner in the trenches, nicknamed " Pall Mall " and "Piccadilly."
A peaceful pipe round the glowing brazier during a lull in the firing.

Our soldiers call their dug-outs the" Ritz Restaurant,'
or the "Carlton Hotel." A sand-bag "lounge!"

Practically the only kind of bath that is known to
those on duty in the muddy trenches.

Novel use for soup-ladle borrowed from the camp
kitchen. Baling out liquid mud from a trench.

The "Cafe de !'Europe !" Mud-caked, cold, and wet—but ever-cheerful.
British soldier eating his dinner of bully-beef outside a "funk-hole."
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By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
for naval war. They will have to go home and be re-tubed,
a process which will take three months.
The solution of the problem is to use up the reserve
of the whole class, re-arm the ships and renew the old guns,
which will then become the reserve. That is the point I
drew attention to last week as the key of this Dardanelles.
business, before I knew the names of the ships taking part.
There was also a certain- advantage in using old
cf - ships
with the new vessels like the Queen Elizabeth and Agamemnon on the principle that you should never use a sledgehammer to drive in a tintack. The forts and batteries
are very unequal, and the old ships are good enough for
some of the work,
Using Up the Lives of our Guns
There is a story told of the Iron Duke that his advice
Not only are north-cast gales frequent at this time
was asked by the Cabinet as to what general should be
of the year, but the currents are considerable, and the
sent to take Rangoon. " Send Lord C.," he, replied.
depths so great as to entail heavy lengths of strong moorings.
" But," said the Prime Minister, " we always understood
- There are two ways of firing mines. In the one case they
that you thought Lord C. to be a fool ? "
So he is,"
can be fired by observation from the shore, in which case
replied the duke, " and a damned fool ; but he is good
the mines cease to be a danger if the observation stations
enough to take Rangoon."
arc destroyed and the wires cut. In the other case the
The
Secret of the Dardanelles Operations
mines contain their own firing mechanism, which goes
off on being hit by a heavy structure like a sinp.
The old Majestic—which could not penetrate the cjuecst
The objection to the obserElizabeth's armour at .neo(4
vation mines is that fogs are
yards, while the latter couffi
not infrequent in the Dardapound her to pieces at 18,000
nelles at this time of the year,
yards, firing at the same time
and even in the Narrows,
as many 15 in. projectiles in
where the width of the channel
ten minutes as five Majesties
is only f ere yards, the pascould fire of their 12 in. shell--sage might be forced in thick
is .still fit to do much of the
weather. We may, therefore,
work of this sYstematie, scienexpect to find mines fired
tific clearing of the Dardanelles.
by contact which will have to
One word - of caution is
he swept up after the forts
needed.
The work the
awl batteries have been
Majestic is now engaged on
destroyed.
does not prove that she is in
I have pointed out in
any sense.. a substitute for a
previous articles that the
modern ship, though it does
Allies have a great surplus of
prove that those of us who
naval strength,- and are able
fought against the scrapping
to use their old ships while
policy were right. I give this
their weaker opponents can
caution because, in an other`'
only use their new ships. For
wise faultless , speech, Mr.
of the zinc pontoons.in which the Turks attempted to cross the
the present I believe the Ger- One
Asquith, on March ist, perSuez Canal. It has been badly " holed by bursting shrapnel.
manic armies are to the Allies
mitted himself, in referring to
as 8 to 7, whereas our navies are to the
rmanic navies
the presence of the Majestic in the Dardanelles, to remind- us
as about 17 to 7.
that we refused to allow his Government to class pre-Dread- The only anxiety a strategist should feel in regard to
noughts with Dreadnoughts in the past, as though this
the series of bombardments is the fact that he is using
Dardanelles business proved us wrong, On the contrary, it
up the lives of his guns. Let us assume the reserve of
proves us right. How is it we are able to use these old ships
gnns is 25 per cent, of the armament, then each of the
at all ? Simply because the modern Dreadnoughts under
five Queen Eliinbeths, armed with eight 15 in. guns, wouldJellicoe are so strong that those of Gerinany dare not
nave two 15 in. guns in reserve. Therefore, if two Queen
come out. The agitation of inon is justified, for it gave
ilidizabeths had been used, and they fired so frequently
us that preponderance. The public must net be disapas to exhaust the useful life of the guns, they could not
pointed with delays produced by the north-easterly gales
both re-arm from the reserve. It is this consideration
accompanied by mist. The whole secret of these operaIvhich accounts for Carden's fleet being a perfect museum
tions is that the forts are bombarded, at blind- angles for
of types, dating from the old 'Majestic completed in the
their guns, from long range_ or from beyond their own
year 1895.
range. They are attacked, too, from the sea on the other
There are seven different classes of British batqcships.
side of the Gallipoli peninsula, and from positions where the
When this business of opening up the Black Sea is over,
forts cannot be seen. For this reason it is indispensable
the ships will be there, hilt the guns will be no longer fit
to use hydroplanes to signal the results of the shooting.
N my last .article I pointed out that the ,discussion
of the Dardanelles series of bombardments might be
postponed, as there was plenty of work- ahead of us.
Writinr, now, one week later, we are waiting to hear that.
the forts
b have all been destroyed in the narrowest part
shown in the map in last week's issue. Before these lines
arc published the news may come.
It was here probably that Bit encountered the five
rows of mines, and at Nagara, higher up, she torpedoed
the old Turkish battleship. The difficulty of laying and
maintaining mines in the Dardanelles is very great.

I

A silver broom for sweeping the Germans from the seas. Symbolical ornament presented to Admiral Jellicoe, which bears an
inscription to the effect that it is given by the inhabitants of Butterworth, Transkei, Cape Colony, as a token of gratitude for the
clean sweep of 1914.
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The Sentimental Note in the European Discord

Our French allies are very solicitous of the immediate and innocent victims of war. This photograph shows soma French Army
Service—men sharing their rations with poor French children still remaining in the battle area.

Russian Red Cross worker makes friends with Austrian
children in a town captured by our eastern allies.

A last farewell. Cossack bids good-bye to his wife and children
before setting out for the East Prussian front.

Happy German soldiers off to the seat of war are accompanied
by their families to the troop train.

Tell you your fortune, pretty gentleman." Superstitious Slav
buys his horoscope from a picturesque Gipsy for two kopecks.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane "
NE always has to go abroad for real news about one's
own country. The latest story, published in an
American paper of wide circulation, is that an
American who had just returned to New York from England
stated definitely that " British troops have shot twenty of
their best aviators out of the air by mistake." The person
who made the statement is alleged to have been engaged
in the construction of aircraft for the British Government.
He said that " the news had been kept secret, but it
had been told him by the head of a department, and was
a fact."
Where and how the man got hold of the story is something of a mystery. There are not so many Americans
connected with the aeroplane industry in general, and with
the " British Government " side of it in particular, as to
make it difficult to trace his source of information. Possibly
some Government employee with a warped sense of humour
told him the yarn by way of pulling his leg.

O

Airmen Shot at in Mistake by Friendly Troops
As a matter of fact, one of our aeroplanes was shot down
by our own troops in mistake, as was made known at the
time, so there is no secret about that ; and certainly at the
beginning of the war both officers and men had a somewhat
hazy idea of the difference between one aeroplane and
another ; so during that period some of our air scouts were
fired at by our own troops. I believe that in one or two
cases the machines were damaged, and forced to descend,
and in one or two others the pilots were so annoyed with
the infantry officers for not knowing better that they
deliberately came down and argued the point with them
with considerable emphasis and fluency ; but, though I
am in fairly close touch with the doings of the R.F.C., I
have never heard of any flying man, except the two mentioned above, being even slightly wounded, let alone
badly damaged or killed by our own troops. The
American's statement about our people—the best of them,
mark you—being " shot out of the air " distinctly suggests
that, at any rate, they have been definitely put out of
action, and I can vouch for: that being absolutely untrue,
and I only hope that some of the other American papers will
quote THE WAR ILLUSTRATED to that effect.
As a matter of fact, the losses of the Royal Naval Air
Service and the Royal Flying Corps from all causes together, at home and abroad, are only about twenty, which,
considering the numbers of both services now flying, is
extraordinarily low—very little higher, in fact, than it
would have been in time of .peace if the same amount of
flying had been done under similar circumstances of wind
and weather and ground surface. This is actually one of
the most unexpected facts about this unprecedented war,

At the start of affairs, every pilot made up his mind that
he was certain to be shot in the first week, 'and his only
hope was that he might be merely wounded and not killed,
either by the bullet itself or by being smashed as the result
of losing consciousness from a wound while in the air.
Only Two R.F.C. Airmen Killed by German Fire
Up to the time of writing, the total losses of the R.F.C.
in killed abroad work out as follows : One officer and a
corporal killed in the first week, through a capsize near the
ground. One mechanic, a passenger, killed similarly a few
days afterwards. Two officers shot down by the Germans
in Belgium. Then there was an interval of several months,
in which three or four officers were wounded, but not very
seriously, by German bullets. Then two officers were
shot down by mistake, as already noted. After that one
officer was killed when a passenger with a French pilot in
testing an experimental French machine. Shortly afterwards, vet another was killed by another French aeroplane
collapsing in the- air during a test flight.
Next, in one day, one officer was killed by the bombs he
was carrying exploding on landing, and another was killed
by a simple- fall in the sand after trying to avoid coming
down in the sea. One other w-as lost at sea while flying
home on leave on an old machine. That gives a total of
ten R.F.C. officers and two men killed on active service
abroad, and of these only- two were killed by German fire,
Even taking in the deaths in accidents, the figures are much
lower than that for any fighting regiment which has been
under fire, and when one considers that an aeroplane in
the air is the target for every firearm for miles round, the
freedom from casualties is simply astounding.
R.N.A.S. Comparatively Immune from Accidents
The Royal Naval Air Service has been, if anything, even
luckier, for it has lost two officers at sea on patrol duty, and
one, with a passenger who was not in the R.N.A.S., was
shot down by the Germans in Belgium. In the recent raid
on Ostend three officers were reported as missing ; but
there is still a chance that some of them may only have
been taken prisoners.
Three R.F.C. officers are reported prisoners, and one
R.N.A.S. officer, and the number of wounded is much
about the same, or very little higher.
About twelve other pilots have been killed or injured in
accidents at home, all but two of them either pupils or very
inexperienced fliers. But when one considers -that in one
period of five weeks just on a hundred pilot's certificates
were issued by the Royal Aero Club, and that about three
or four certificates a week has been looked upon as a fair
average hitherto, it is not_ surprising that accidents have
happened.

A disaster which is now proverbial. Eloquent testimony to the futility of Germany's gas—bag craft. Debris of Zeppelin L3, wrecked
on Fano° Island off the coast of Denmark on February 17th. The aluminium framework, the metal of which is worth £2,000,
has been melted down by the Danish authorities. A few hours afterwards Zeppelin L4 met a similar fate in the same locality.

ut7c March.; 1915,
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The Toll of Britain's Bravest

Brig.-Gen. J. E. GOUGH,
V.C., C.B., C.M.G., A.D.C.

Major J. H. S. POWELL,
R.F.A.

Major F. A. NELSON.
Royal Marine L.I.

Capt. P. W. N. FRASER,
D.S.O., Cameron Highlanders

Lieut. D. E. R PERSSE,
Dublin Fusiliers.

Lieut. E. M. S. KENT,
Hampshire Regiment.

Lieut. B. G. N. WATKIN,
R.F.A.

Lieut. L. B. HARDY,
Worcestershire Regiment.

Lieut. Viscount NORTHLAND
Coldstream Guards.

Brig-General John Edmund Gough, V.C., was mentioned in despatches by General
French for his services with the 1st Army Corps. He was A.D.C. to the King.
Major J. H. S. Powell, R.F.A. was severely wounded in the head near Lille, whilst
directing gunffire, and afterwards carried one of his men, who was wounded at the
same time, three hundred yards through a heavy shell fire. Captain Norman Fraser,
D.S.O.. Cameron Highlanders, also served with distinction in the Boer War. He was
first A.D.C. to Major-General Sir Bruce Hamilton, and afterwards Staff Lieut, on Lord
Kitchener's Staff. Lieut. Viscount Northland, Coldstream Guards, was only son of the
Earl of Ranfurly. In 1911 Lord Northland married the younger daughter of Sir Daniel
Cooper, He leaves two sons : the elder, born in 1913, being heir to the Earldom.
Lieut. J. A. Carter-Wood, Coldstream Guards, had won promotion at the front. He
was gazetted Second-Lieutenant in the 4th (Reserve) Battalion in October last. Lieut.
Thomas Musgrave obtained his commission in the Irish Guards in August, 1012. He
retired, but on the outbreak of war, rejoined his regiment, and was gazetted to the 2nd
Battalion last September. Second- Lieut. F. C. Tyrrell, Coldstream Guards, only received
his commission in August last, being gazetted to the 3rd Battalion. Second-Lieut.
Lennox Cleland Lee. Irish Guards, was twenty-one years of age, and an ex-Cadet of the
Officers' Training Corps, Second-Lieut. R. G. Milburn, of Trinity College, Cambridge,
was gazetted from the O.T.C. in August. He was twenty-one years of age. Surgeon
Vernon L. Mathews and Midshipman John A. Hamilton, K.N.R. lost their lives in
Viknor. The latter was an only son.

Lieut. THOS. MUSGRAVE,
Irish Guards.

Lieut J. A. CARTER-WOOD
Coldstream Guards.

Lieut. N. W R. KING,
16th Lancers.

East Surrey Regiment.
Photographs

Sec.-Lieut. B. CAMPBELL,
4th Batt. Warwickshire Reg

Sec.-Lieut. F. C. TYRRELL,
Coldstream Guards.

Sec.-Lieut. M. K CALLARD,
Loyal N. Lancashire Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. LENNOX cLr,
LAND LEE, Irish Guards.

Surgeon L MATHEWS,
Sec.-Lieut. K J MUSSY,
Lieut. C. G. E. CLOWES,
Mid. J. A. HAMILTON,
H M.S. Viknor.
1st E. Anglian Coy., R.E.
King's Royal Rule Corps.
R.N.R., H.M.S.
Lafayette,
& Fry, Russell, Heath; Lambert Irest,it, Swajne, Speaight, Hills & Saunders, Bro9ke Hughes',
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DIARY OF THE "Vg,
Chronology of Events, February 26th to March 4th
FEB. 26.—Government Mid Clyde strikers. In a letter to the
Between the Pissa and Rozoja Rivers, Russians developing
Engineering EmplOyers' Federation and various engineering
their offensive and approaching the, Myszinec-Kolno road.
trade unions, Sir George Askwith, Chief Industrial Commissioner,
Germans bombarded Osowiec with shells of very large calibre.
States that as important munitions of war are being held up by
Text of the American Note to Germany making suggestions
the cessation of work, the Government must call for a resumption,
which would free commercial ships froth some of the risks they run
of work on Monday morning, Mar. I.
in the waters of the belligerents, together with the German reply
Fierce battle on the Polish front in progress, severest struggle
published in a message from Amsterdam.
around Przasnysz.
Despa che5 ram Vice-Admiral Sturdee and Vice-Admiral Beatty
Announced from Swakopmund that Union forces which occupied
published, dealing respectively with action off the Falkland
two German posts in German South-West Africa were led by
Islands on Dec. 8, and battle of the North Sea, Jan. 2 4.
General Botha.
MAR. 3.—The Clyde engineers who went on strike resumed work, but
Sir John French reports many gallant acts performed in recent
stipulate for no overtime, and if the advance of 2d. an hour be not
fighting near Ypres. A sergeant and a man held a communication
granted by Mar. 9 to work at low pressure.
trench for a considerable period unaided, and shot down all Germans
French advance in Champagne continued, trenches to west of
who attempted to advance.
Perthes captured, German regiment of Guards suffered enormous
French Ministry of Marine states that dredging for mines in the
losses.
Dardanelles passage has begun.
Admiralty issue statement regarding Dardanelles operations,
27.—Seizure of the Dada. The German ship transferred 'to a
reporting continued progress, and announcing that Russian cruiser
German-American owner with cotton for Germany stopped by a
Askold has joined the allied squadron.
French warship in the Channel, and brought to Brest.
Austria, s suffer severe reverse in Eastern Galicia when defending,
A Zeppelin reported blown away at Pole and lost.
passage of the River Lomnica (a tributary of the Dniester).
Successful Russian counter-attacks- in Poland and Galicia.
Russians crossed river fighting, and occupied village of Krasna
In North-West Poland Russians recapture town of Przasnysz, of
(twenty miles west_ of Stanislau). In the course of the action 6,000
which enemy had taken temporary possession.
Austrians captured, including sixty-four officers, many guns and
FEB. 28.—Briti ih blockade of German East African coast takes effect
transnorts.
- at midnight.
King sends message to Admiral Sir John Jellicoe on his return
French made marked progress in Champagne on the whole
from his visit to the Fleet, in which he states : " I have not the
front from Combres to the north of Perthes. One thousand
slightest doubt that my Navy will uphold its great traditions."
prisoners taken during preVious ten days. MAR. 4..-Further Admiralty report on Dardanelles op
_ erations. in which
Russian progress in the Przasnysz region continues; villages
it is stated that to date forty enemy's field-guns destroyed.
captured in rapid 'succession, hundreds of prison ers. taken- in each.
Germans' capture advanced trench to north of Arras.
In . East Prussia Germans on the defensive. In Carpathians
Russians take 3,000 prisoners in Carpathians and East ,,Austrians in Rabba-Radzilov district defeated with great loss.
Galicia.
,
His Majesty returned to Buckingham Palace after a - visit to a
portion of the Grand Fleet.
Important Speech by Mr. Lloyd George at Bangor, in which.
RESENTED with this number of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED
referring to the labour troubles, he said : " We can't afford
is our promised free gift of a beautiful photOgravure
strikes and laboUr disputes. If the men are entitled to more they
plate for mounting the portrait of a soldier friend on active
must get it. There are some shirkers in the armament works,
service. It is unnecessary to add anything to the clear instrucmainly due to drink. The Government mean to use their powers
tions given on the plate itself as to how it is to be used for
to deal with drink under the Defence of the Realm Act discreetly
permanent preservation, and the Editor believes that every
but fearlessly."
MAR. r.—Blockade' of Germany by Great Britain, Mr. Asquith, in
reader will endorse his description of the photogravure as
Parliament, announced that a real blockade of. Germany is to be
forming the most desirable memorial of patriotism that could
undertaken ; no goods of any kind to enter or leave Germany.
be devised. This plate is intended for the framing of a military
A Note to be sent to neutrals.
photograph, as another companion photogravure is now in
Capture of over a mile of German works about Perthes by the
course of production, designed especially for naval portraits. It
French.
Will be presented free with an early issue of THE WAR ILLUSRussians advanCe eleven miles in Poland, and regain the
TRATED, and • ' due intimation will be given. Owing to the
initiative. Progress specially marked in the Przasnysz district
.
- certainty of a largely increased - demand for the current number,
.where ro,000 prisoners captured near Maya.
and the fact that the slow printing of these beautiful plates
Admiralty announce operations id the Dardanelles delayed by.
.
unfavourable weather. makes it impossible for the - publishers to multiply them
MAR. 2.—Trench captured. by Princess Patricia's Canadians reported
indefinitely, subscribers who wish to secure extra copies should
by Sir John French, who also states that about La Bassee ground
do SO TO-DAY.
has been gained and complete mastery over the German snipers
Recent contributions from our readers bring the total amount
secured.
Important French advance near Perthes towards railway in
subscribed to our " Somahing,to-Smoke " Fund • up to the
rear of German lines.
handsome sum of 3,618 13s.

Our Photogravure Plates

p

impressive scene on a highway or Northern France. A troop of striking French colonial soldiers—known as the Goumiers—trom
Algeria, mounted on their beautiful Arab steeds, are off to the firing-line. On the left of the picture an old French peasant salutes
admiringly these fearless warriors from the hot plains of Northern Africa, who have come so far to fight under the beloved
Tricolour. On the right a powerful motor-car strikes the modern note.

No. 31. Vol. 2.
20th March, 1915.

A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

OUR HEROIC FIELD—MARSHAL AT YPRES.—During the
great Battle of Ypres Field—Marshal Sir John French risked his
life twenty times a day. He drove from point to point in his
motor—car, encouraging as well as commanding. One day,
during a particularly fierce engagement, he left his car and ran

Edited by
3, A. Hannerton.

on foot to a wood where our men were being forced back. As he
ran a wounded man staggered back into his arms. Sir John
laid him down gently, and then continued rallying his soldiers,
talking to them, cheering them, and so inspiring them by his
presence that they held the position in face of superior forces.

The War Illustrated, 20th March,

1915.
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THE GREAT EPISO ES OF T E WAR
XVI.—Prasnysch and the Battles of the Masurian Lakes
WICE has Field-Marshal von Hindenburg profited
by the fact that he used to spend his holidays
every year in the wild, watery waste of Masurenland.
It is _said that he knows the depth of every lake and almost
every bog in the primeval wilderness that stretches
between the River Pregel in East Prussia and the Niemen,
Bohr, and Narew Rivers in Russia. For years, the old,
neglected warrior, retired from the active list, passed
his time in a café in Hanover aver his railway map of
Prussia, or moved to the border lakes and marshes, where
he plodded about, calculating how deeply a gun would
sink into the morasses.

against the 140,000 Russian troops who had again invaded
German territory.
Hindenburg at the time was thinking of the future.
All the lake and marsh districts in Prussia and Russia
were then frozen and covered with snow. The transport
of heavy artillery was easier than at any other time of
the year. in about a month the snow would begin to
melt, and would overflow the lakes and turn the marshes
into immense stretches of water, extending for a hundred
and thirty
., miles from the Niemen almost to the Vistula.
This tremendous waste of flood-water in early spring.
would be an impassible barrier to a modern army.
Consequently, the Russians would be able to rely on it
Hindenburg : The Kaiser's only Hope
for the protection of their northern flank. Their main
He undoubtedly became a specialist in warlike operations line of railway communication between Warsaw and
in the Masurian Lake country, and when the fashionable Petrograd, running at one point barely ten miles from the
German courtier-generals of the new school were defeated marshes, would be safe from attack, and the four Russian
and routed in East Prussia by Rennenkampf and his army corps operating in Prussia as an advanced guard
Cossacks, old Hindenburg remained the only hope of his for the Warsaw railway could be withdrawn to strengthen,
country. Twice he partly justified that hope when the main Russian armies on the Vistula.
These were the reasons which induced Field-Marshal
fighting in his favourite wilderness. On the first occasion
von Hindenburg to throw half
a million men northward to
the Masurian Lakes. The movement was obvious, but he redeemed its obviousness by the
force and swiftness with which
he struck. Before he apparently
ceased trying to break through
the main Russian front south
of Warsaw, his new army, under
Eichhorn, was thrusting its
way furiously into the lakes of
Masurenland. The position'of
the smaller Russian forces in
this district then becamecritical. There was a Russian
army corps near Insterburg ;
struck suddenly and heavily,
it reeled back towards Kovno.
The Russian front was then
broken. Eichhorn threw three
of his army corps into the gap.
In the Augustovo Forest, in
the middle of February, they
got behind the • Twentieth
Russian Army corps, commanded by General Bulgakoff,
and at the same time three
other German army corps
closed round the front of this
Russian force. Farther south
were two other Russian army
corps. They - began to
1
' ht
Map of part of the swampy Masurian Lakes region, showing the area of the German attack on
their.. way back to safetY.;'., fie
Prasnysch (or Prasnysz), including the ridge where six thousand. Russians held forty—eight
retiring on the R.ti. il
thousand Germans till the relieving army arrived.
frontier fortress of 0s6, — .p"';;.
he trapped, towards the end of August, 1914, a Russian the other making for the high ground round Prasny 4,61E'
army under General Samsonoff, and captured a large
What should have happened
number of the troops of our ally, with their guns.
,.,
On the second occasion he did not himself conduct
In the ordinary way, three-fourths of the Russian
the operations, but merely planned them. Their execution forces, suddenly caught amid the lake country, should
was entrusted to a younger German commander, General have been annihilated or captured: The German blow
von Eichhorn, on February 7th, just after the grand was so swift and overwhelming that only the army corps
German frontal attack in the neighbourhood of Warsaw had retiring on Kovno should have escaped, considerably
failed. This attack had naturally resulted in the Russian damaged. Before the Russians could have brought up
Commander-in-Chief concentrating all available forces another army the passage of the Niemen would have been
round his menaced position. On his distant r orthern won, and the railway feeding Warsaw and a million
wing, amid the Masurian Lakes, he had left only four Russian troops would have been cut off. The main Russian
war-worn army corps,' It was this situation that tempted army, starving and ammunitioniess, would then have
Hindenburg to try again the coup with which he had to retire with extreme haste across the Vistula to its second
stricken Samsonoff. He collected about half a million main railway head at Brest Litovsk. Nearly all Russian
troops at Thorn and Graude: z, and launched them, by Poland would have been conquered—without even attacking
the two parallel systems of East Prussian railwarT, the main Russian army.
(COilti'llUed on page NO.)
1
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New French Reserves move and make Ready

New forces to help in the inevitable subjugation of the enemy. A troop of smart
French Territorials drawn up for inspection before embarking on their momen—
tous journey to the front for the honour of " La Patrie."

New French infantry setting out for the eastern frontier accompanied by relatives
and friends. Inset : General Gouraud—who, although badly wounded, has never
left the front—reviews, with two brother officers, a war—scarred regiment.

An inspiring ceremony took place recently in Paris, when young recruits vowed their allegiance to France at the statue symbolising
Strassburg, the capital of the lost province of Alsace,
Each brought a bunch of flowers and placed it at the foot of the monument.

The War IIlastratcd, 20th March, 1915.
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GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR (""T„jr,'dg7
a scale, of the struggle that was still going on farther
It will thus be seen that Hindenburg was no mean to the north-east between the Russian Twentieth Army
strategist. But, on the other hand, General Bulgakoff, Corps and six German army corps. At Prasnysch,
with about twenty thousand bayonets, was no mean fighting however, the odds were still heavier against the Russian
man. Though closed in a ring of guns and steel, and troops. It was six thousand men against forty-eight
attacked with cross-fire bombardments by enemies more thousand, reckoning the actual fighting forces in bayonets.
than six times their number, the commander and men Half the brigade hld the village, and half held the ridge
of the heroic Twentieth Army Corps fought on for days. below. About dawn on Wednesday morning the Germans
Then, as no help came, they fought on for weeks. No captured the village and most of its heroic defenders,
unwounded Russian was captured until he had fired his the ridge being still held by some one thousand Russians,
last cartridge. The corps lost about half of its guns, with their dead and wounded around them.
But this was the last forward movement of the Germans.
but one division, after one of the most magnificent struggles
in all the annals of warfare, got its artillery away. For the Russian Chief of Staff had thrown a strong army
Apparently not many of the infantrymen escaped, though along the Narew, about twenty miles away on the southsome companies cut their way into the Russian lines east. He had merely left Prasnysch and its ridge and
at last, after having held the paths and blockhouses in lessening band of immortal heroes as a bait to the enemy.
And he timed exactly the hour at which the bait would
the bogs for more than three weeks.
be taken. For, on Thursday evening, February 25th,
the Russian relieving army crossed the river, and marched
An Immortal Band of Heroes
up in the darkness over the wilderness of snow. Then at
But, though most of the corps perished, it did not die daybreak, as the Germans attacked Prasnysch, an
in vain. For it held the main forces of the enemy so overpowering force of Russians fell on their flank, and
long that the Russian Chief of Staff was able to line the at the moment when the Germans won their little victory,
natural river frontier with strong reinforcements. By they were taken by surprise.
the end of February only one point remained in extreme
The Russians Turn the Tables
danger. This was the village of Prasnysch, lying amid
the hills, between the Prussian frontier and the marshlands
The encirclers were encircled. The foremost German
of the •River Narew. Forty miles southwards, across army corps broke and fled. Half of it was captured,
firm, dry land, was the great Russian fortress of Novo and most of the other half fell on the reddened snow. The
Georgievsk, defending the Vistula and Warsaw.
second German army corps got away by using the first as a
The capture of Prasnysch would thus give Hindenburg rearguard, but its losses in dead and wounded were
a new and easy line of attack against Warsaw, with almost as great as those of the first corps, for the fighting
opportunities for a cutting movement against the Warsaw was as long as it was furious. From Wednesday, February
railway. So he ordered Eichhorn to make good Prasnysch 24th, to Sunday, February 28th, the Russians gripped
and the country southwards, and about Thursday, their trapped and overmastered foes, and fought them
February r8th, two German army corps moved over all along the line from the Orzec River to the hills of
the frontier to attack. By Saturday, February loth, Prasnysch. By Monday morning, March 1st, the victory
the- six thousand Russian troops holding Prasnysch were was fully achieved.
partly forced back. The Germans did not attack them,
At the time of writing the Germans were still bombarding
but swept in two strong columns on either side of the Osoviec, farther northward along the Russian river
village in an encircling movement. A third German defences ; but this was apparently a rearguard artillery
column swept still more southward to encircle a ridge in action: The general German offensive movement had
the endless snow-covered flat waste. But some of the failed ; and at the springtime flood Russia could look
six thousand Russian troops held this ridge for four days, forward to possessing an immense stretch of impassable
with one German column attacking them on the west country to protect her northern flank. It is worthy of
and another German column assailing them on the east. remark that Hindenburg failed also on the first occasion
The. columns closed and held the Russians encircled, by when he reached the rivers beyond his favourite lakes and
eight men to one, from February loth to the 24th.
marshes. Only on one. spot, seemingly, can he win a battle,
It was a repetition, on a smaller but just as important and this battle he can never follow up.

ADMIRAL. BEATTY'S RACE ON A DESTROYER.—Sir David
Beatty on the bridge of the Attack racing after his squadron.
During the Dogger Bank Battle Sir David's flagship, H.M.S. Lion,
was crippled. The Admiral summoned the destroyer alongside

and boarded her. The other cruisers had hastened in chase of the
Germans. Then the Attack raced off to overtake the Princess
Royal, on which Sir David intended to hoist his flag. It is interesting to note the intense anxiety portrayed by Sir David's attitude.
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Four Fierce Fights for a Blockhouse

In the midst of battles that last for weeks, and on battlefields
that cover hundreds of miles, there occur many minor episodes
that preserve the romance of previous conflicts. The incident
illustrated here is an instance. On March 1st, a small body of
French soldiers stormed and captured a hostile blockhouse near
Font a Mousson. The Germans had made three unsuccessful

efforts to retake it Then, one night, they again dashed towards
the blockhouse and made a last 4esperate attempt. They were
received with a fierce volley as they ran up against a sandbag barricade erected round the " fortress." The resistance again proved too stout, the enemy lost heavily, and retired for

the last time from their lost stronghold.

The War Illustrated, 20th March, 1915-
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War's Ebb and Flow on the Flemish Coast
7etirt41""4&14,

Wounded Belgian soldier with a pistol taken from a German Our Belgian friends are very attached to the dogs which draw
officer. He has ingeniously adapted it into a rifle by attaching a their mitrailleuse guns. Here is the sole remaining animal
with the 14th Company now fighting along the coast.
butt. (Photographs on this page exclusive to "The War Illustrated.")

Light gun placed by the British at the disposal of the Belgian
Army, and called by them the " Pa-m Pa-m." It has proved
very effective against the " Bosches."

All that was left of a German ammunition waggon after being
shelled by Belgian artillery from behind the village of Caeskerke,
near Dixmude, which has been taken and retaken several times.

An appropriate place for work in the cause of the sufferer. Interior of the English Church at Calais, recently turned into a Red
Cross hospital. The pulpit, decorated with the Allies' flags, is shown in the background, while on the right is the organ.

An Easy Day with our Allies holding the Aisne

Corner of a French artillery encampment in the Aisne district. A row of cabins has been erected, where the preparation of meals
and other domestic work goes on. A column of artillerymen are seen in the background, exercising their horses.

Temporary homes of French gunners in another part of the
artillery encampment, constructed with mud, straw, and corrugated-iron. (Photographs exclusive to " The War Illustrated.")

More fiery greetings for MM. Les Boches. Some of our French
friends, seated by an ammunition waggon, replenish cartridgebelts for their destructive mitrailleuse.

Our soldiers cannot claim a monopoly in good humour. The Gallic temperament is notoriously a cheerful one, and French patriots
are seldom disheartened, in spite of the fact that the invader is still within their gates. Here are some French soldiers enjoying the
essentially British sport of boxing, quite popular in France while another is indulging in the luxury of a haircut.
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Keeping the Flag Triumphant in Egypt -SE Nigeria

Near the scene of the fight for Suez Canal. Ferdan Cabin and
three British officials. One wears a white armlet as a dis—
tinguishing mark for Indians too handy with the rifle I

The transportation of thirty—four German prisoners from Warri,
S. Nigeria, to Lagos under an escort of native soldiers in charge
of a member of the Warri land contingent.

the censorship is strict—some
A LTHOUGH
people think unnecessarily so—one must

Belated effort of the Turks to come into line with modern military methods
under Hunnish direction. Ottoman soldiers at stretcher—drill.

not forget that this is actually the first war
which has been authentically visible to the
world at large. The camera has lifted the veil
from the illimitable area of hostilities to a
spellbound audience. The four photographs
on this page (which are exclusive - to THE WAR
ILLUSTRATED) alone are from Turkey, Egypt,
and Nigeria. The first snapshot is exceptionally
interesting. Ferdan Cabin, printed on the
board in English and Arabic, is an important
point on the Egyptian State Railway running
along the west bank of the Suez Canal. The
recent attack on the waterway took place hereabouts, and the three British officials seen in
the photograph were sent from Cairo to be in
readiness should any of the station boxes be
destroyed in the fighting. In the background a
large stack of sandbags has been erected as a
shield from Turkish fire, which, as everybody
knows now, was surprisingly ineffective.

Detachment of the celebrated Bikanir Camel Corps drawn up "somewhere in Egypt" for the recent inspection by the Maharaja.
The Bikanirs are a striking body of stalwart Indian soldiers who are doing excellent work overseas for the great British Raj.

Spar a Serbia still defying Austrian Huns

The picturesque Serbians are still holding their own gallantly against the superior forces of
Franz Joseph. Military ox-waggon passing along a flooded road in Nish, the new capital.

Our indomitable Balkan allies are fighting stubbornly in weather
as severe as in Flanders. King Peter's soldiers sheltering under
improvised tent at the rear of a transport waggon.

Wounded Serbian soldiers refreshing themselves at the
camp water-cart. Inset: Serbian cavalryman warmly cloaked
and hooded, riding along one of the flooded roads in Nish.
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Trains of War Dealing Death by Rail

British armoured train firing her big guns, travelling at high speed, undoubtedly the most thrilling method of attack. It has been
very prevalent in the coast fighting. A problem, however, is the gun-recoil, which makes the train rock perilously.

Sinister-looking vehicle passing through the wayside station
Type of Austrian steel-plated train which' is doing service in
of a practically deserted town near the battle-front.
This the Carpathians. Hindenburg is also making every use of these
- armoured train has just been in the thick of the fighting.
vehicles over the network of strategic railways on the Polish front.

War on wheels. Two waggons of a French armoured train in action.
These trains of war are armed with long-range guns and
mitrailfeuses, and are as elusive as they are destructive. This actual war photograph is exclusive to " The War Illustrated."
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The Germans as War

1915.

e Woodlanders

Dame Nature pays heavy toll in lands that are war-trodden. The
opposing armies "disguise fair Nature with hard-favour'd rage."

Germans made quick havoc in the woodlands of the Aisne. These photographs (exclusive to " The War Illustrated ") show them
rolling a log to a captured saw-mill, chopping down a tree, and the interior of the mill where the wood is being cut for use.
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Sealing the Fate o

F

OR weeks past the Islamic world has been a-tremble for forth.'
coming events. Constantinople, so long immune from
attack by sea, by reason of its geographical situation, will soon be
within reach of the allied armada. Thanks to the progress of
scientific armament, the impregnability of the Dardanelles is now as
mythological as the swim of Leander across the Hellespont near by.
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Constantinople —

All forts as far as the Narrows have been silenced. At this
point there are eleven formidable defences on the European side,
and three at Chanak on the Asiatic shore. Here the supreme
power of the new and amazing super-Dreadnought Queen t
Elizabeth enabled an indirect ton-shell bombardment from the Gulf of Saros over five miles of the Gallipoli Peninsula. Though
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Allied Armada Forcing the Dardanelles

the gunners could not see their objective, accuracy of aim was
assured them by seaplane scouts and other ships.
Apart from the great military significance of the opening of the
Straits—for the fall of Constantinople is calculated to bring about
a disruption in Turkey, and possibly her secession from Germany
as an ally—the political effect on the Balkan States is likely to

have far-reaching results. If Bulgaria, Greece, and Rumania
are to benefit by the complete expulsion of the Ottoman from
Eastern Europe, they cannot stand by indifferently neutral. The
drawing on these pages shows consecutively the Cornwallis,
Gaulois (French), Vengeance, and Suffren (French), actually within
the Dardanelles, replying to the fire of the Turkish forts.

ht War Illustrated, 20th March,
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"Tommy" endears himself o the Frenchwomen

On the left: Frenchwoman names her shanty "The
Hearty Welcome," and serves British soldiers with
coffee. On the right : " Tommy " and " Jeanne ":
A mild flirtation while examining his rifle.

average French peasant is of a retiring
THEnature,
not quick to make friends. But the
jovial good-fellowship of the British soldier overcomes all difficulties; it is not long before he ha;
firm friends in whatever part of France he finds
himself. These photographs show various plias( s
of our soldiers' popularity on the Continent.
One might weave quite a charming little romance
round the one above. The pretty French maiden
is obviously much more interested in the gallant
British warrior than in his rifle. The happy group
below suggests a homely bon camaraderie that
proves how contented are the soldiers in their
farmhouse billet, and how pleased the countryfolk are to have them as visitors.- The fact that
so few of our soldiers are sufficiently acquainted
with the French tongue to be able to carrv. on a
sustained conversation worries them not at all.

" L'entente cordiale " in being.
A jolly group, showing a Frenchwoman, her daughter, and her granddaughter, with their khaki—
clad friends, Inset : French apole—women find the British soldier a good customer, for he has a healthy appetite for fruit.
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Impromptu Music at the Theatre of War

"Each a mighty voice." Germans in the Argonne greeting
Field-Marshal Count Haeselar with song on his birthday.

Harmony midst war's discords. German band with home-made
instruments. On the board is: "The Concert of War in France."

Oh the left : How to be happy though wounded. A cheery flautist
in a French hospital playing a gay air. On the right : Music's

more martial strains. The notes of the bugle are more fitting to
the mood of to-day. Germans practising in a Belgian town.

With the whistle of bullets,the hissing of shells and shrapnel, the
spiteful crackle of-Maxims, and the solemn booming of the big guns
providing the warlike notes, the warriors fighting in Europe seek

the soothing strains of sweeter music to hearten them on the way.
French "terriers," with the drum they always carry, and a merry
party of French aviators discoursing on home-made instruments.

Wonderful Film Records of Victorious French Assault in the Vosges
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A main attack in progress. In the foreground, body of French infantry, with bayonets fixed,
running to the support of their advanced forces assaulting the foot of the snow—covered hill.
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Unique impression of the deadly havoc caused by German fire in the French ranks. Heroic
soldiers are seen falling and fallen to rifle and machine—gun fire from the heights.
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The two forces seen in conflict. French troops, gaining ground slowly but surely, attack
in open formation. The enemy's forces defending the position are silhouetted on the skyline.
•
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Our dauntless allies, nearing their objective, are firing vigorously. Victory is within their
grasp. The Germans are rapidly retreating over the hilt.
vs from a ira'l.v. al ?erie3 of fiba;
h Wit i cc tea
teased for pa flip r e.'rhibWo7, an March 222a,)
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How the Trenches are assaulted Underground

Though never before has a war been waged on such a tremendous scale, the present conflict progresses slowly. It would
seem that the highly-destructive 'agencies of science have:oVer. •"
developed man's instinct of self-preservation on the one_•hand
and sharpened his ingenuity on the other. The difficulties of

fighting above land being sometimes insuperable, trenches are
assaulted underground. A subterranean passage (marked by
the dotted line) is constructed to the enemy's trench. Dynamite
is placed in position, the charge is exploded, and enemy and
trench are blown up. The attackers then gain the ground.
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TI E WAIZ BY LANBy F. A. McKenzie, "Daily Mail " War Correspondent
EATING nearly a month after the opening of the.
earliest spring moves. The Germans ,certainly anticipate
German submarine blockade, it is possible to say
this, and have made - -elaborate- preparations to meet an
that it has, from the military point of view,
expected attack from the sea, Heavy guns have doubtless
completely failed.
am not concerned here with the naval
been mounted at different points, weapons of a cabby.aspects of the move. The military danger was that the
Mines and subequal to our own naval I- in. guns.
Germans would, by extensive mine-sowing and I orpedoin
marines await our ships. The occupation-of the coast wilt
arrest the despatch of transports or the forwarding of
not be accomplished without a long and hard fight.
munitions to the front. So far from our transports being
stopped, they have been more active than ever. The first
The French Forward Movement
Canadian Contingent was sent across the water before the
special campaign opened. The second Canadian ConIt is doubtful- if nearly enough attention is being given on
tingent has been brought safely to this country, and at
this side to the very important fighting now going On
the moment of writing news comes that the Australians
along the French front. The dramatic campaign in Alsace
have - also arrived. It would not be prudent to attempt
has come to a pause, due partly to the weather, and,parth
to estimate the .number. of British troops who have landed
to the fact that the Germans have succeeded in holding up
in France since February 18th. It must be enough to
for the moment the French movement there. But in th,-,
say that the numbers have exceeded all previous records.
country fronting Rheims and Perthes there -has been a
month of almost day and night fighting. On February
"Victory as Usual"
16th the French started an advance in force, According to
Mr. Lloyd George's new national motto, " Victory as
Usual," Las been received with enthusiasm, and events German official accounts they numbered six fully complete
are justifying it. Day by day good news continues to army corps, 250,000 men, supported by enormous masses
arrive from almost every part of the front. Russia is of heavy artillery, which fired more than too,Ooo shots in
twenty-Sour hours. They caught the Germans unpreagain facing a German attack, facing it in great strength
pared, captured a number of prisoners, and succeeded in
and full of confidence. Great Britain is moving forward in the
seizing important positions. German reinforcements were
region around the I.a Bassee canal ; France has gained
hurried up, and a furious battle has raged since. Each
splendid victories in Champagne ; the battle for the
side claims that the other lost enormously. The Germar
clearing of the Dardanelles is progressing more rapidly
estimate the French losses at 4.1.,000, and declare they were
than any dared to hope, and the opening of the Black Sea
at least three times as heavy as theirs. The French, on
route to Russian ships will have important military and
the other hand, place the German casualties between
economic results, We cannot expect to avoid checks,
February aoth and March 4th alone at 43,000, The French
disappointments, and hard blows. German diplomatists,
estimate of German casualties is confirmed by one statehaving failed to turn the United States against us, arc
to-day seeking to win Italy, Rumania, and Bulgaria to ment in the German report describing the engagements.
their side. The campaign in Italy in particular is being where it is admitted that the German loss in the Champagne
fighting was heavier than in the Masurian Lakes battle.
Italy has I:;.,00,000 men under
very cleverly worked.
We know that in the latter conflict the Germans lost
arms, and Fate seems driving her to strike a blow for one
side or the other soon. Those who know Italy best declare close on 40,000 men ; their losses during the last month in
Champagne have probably not been less than 50,000.
themselves the least able to prophesy what she will do,
Fighting in Flanders
The New Frenchman
There is a very notable renewal of activity in Flanders.
The Germans have been accumulating fresh troops there.
This long drawn out battle has given splendid proof of
The whole of the Yser front has been strongly reinforced, and
the efficiency of the French armies. Their artillery has
proved its superiority at point after point ; their motor
it looks as though a determined German attempt at advance
transport—one of the most
around Nieuport is pending.
important factors in the bat t les
There has been equal activity
of to-day—has come out sucamonr, the Allies. The British
cessfully. Their men have
have captured Neuve Chapelle,
shown that they possess in
and taken i,000 prisoners.
the- highest degree the
Neuve -- Chapelle, four miles
qualities that make for final
north-west of La Bassee, was
captured by the .Germans on
victory—endurance, patience,
clash, and the ability to enDecember loth, and has been
dure heavy losses without
the scene of constant fightaffecting their fighting
- ing. The Belgian Army, now
strength. To realise the meanreported to be a hundred
ing of what the French have
thousand strong, has renewed
its equipment, and is burning
done in the Champagne
country during the past month
to begin an aggressive campaign. • From a military point.
one needs to contrast the
of view there is very much to
conduct of the armies there
witlythe conduct of the French
be said in favour of leaving
Northern Flanders alone for
armies in the war, of 1870-71.
One notes at every point a
a time, and pushing ahead
vital and fundamental
farther south, in such a way
that the Germans will be comdifference in preparation, in
temper, and in discipline.
pelled to abandon their line
on the coast or have their
The work in Champagne'
flank turned. I find a growgives the best of hopes: for .
what
ing - conviction, however,
take pace -when
among those closest in touch
France advances, not with- a
with •events,- that the Allies
quarter of a million men,.
allest
A hUmorous note in a serious profession. The
will make a coast-sweeping member
but with a million add
of the French aviation corps walking
two
movement as one of their
more,
confreres, each six feet high.
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Getting Fit for the Front at Breezy Brighton

Thousands of blue—clad recruits to Lord Kitchener's New Army are being trained
in the art of war at Brighton. Parts of the beach are utilised for firing practice.

Rifle practice by keen recruits on We Brighton beach. The targets can be
seen erected on the foreshore.

Other recruits learning to fire whilst standing. The eastern end of the lower parade is daily occupied by zealous soldiers anxious
qualify for the front. Inset : Practical shooting lessons from commissioned officers.

_

By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

W

RITING in the issue of Tiff- \VAR ILLUSTIZ.k TED
dated February oth, I concluded as follows :
" Compare the guns, weigh the situation, and the
conclusion is that Germany will not Worry us for some time
to come, except with her submarines. If she does, so much
the better for us and the worse. for her." This forecast has
been exactly Verified. In the following Week 1 dealt with
the submarine menace, and the use merchant ships could
make of the method of ramming submarines. I said, also,
in regard to our patrols, that WC were too 11111C-11 on the
defensive, and that we must " go back to old-fashioned
principles such as Farr, gut's ' the more Von hunt ths
enemy the less he can hunt you.' " That NV as written
during the first days o' February.

are being used up, and valuable time is lost, The answer
that if one closed to a range where every shot was effective,
the enemy's shooting would also begin to tell, is very
plausible, but jn practice it does not work out quite that
way. With superior gun fire, von are pumping so much horror .
into his ship that his own firing becomes erratic, and his
moral breaks down. The idea is that if you can finish off
an enemy in half the time, and with half the expenditure
of ammunition, by closing during the action to iit,000
ards instead of 16,000 yards, it is certainly worth doing so,
at the cost even of extra casualties and some damage to the
structure of the ship ; though -that is not a result I ,should
anticipate if one has a great ascendency in gun-power.

A Mystery of the War
Our A.:rn Against Geiman 7
The contrary policy of not taking any risks is very
The public can now judge the results in less than four suited, no doubt, to an admiral who, through insufficient
weeks' bag in the hunt since " The Day," or February ESth, provision of shipbuilding in the past. has to keep his fleet
When the German navy was supposed to commence the
" in being." Torrington dared not fight a decisive action
much-heralded campaign. Culminating in the sinking of
because there was no reserve behind his fleet, The Allies,
1,112 on March loth by ILM.S. Ariel, our total bag is however, have a great surplus of ships beyond what is
certainly more than one submarine a week, and probably. required to give successful battle to the fleets of Germany
more - than two a Week.
and Austria. When Beatty fought the three German
' In the succeeding week, I rettn-ned to a favourite doctrine battle-cruisers the Admiralty had at their disposal ten
that, since supplies are the sinews of ivir, our aim must be battle-cruisers. It is, therefore, one of the standing
the maximum of supplies to ourselves and the minimum mysteries of the war why, when Beatty's directing power
to our enema-. We haVe yet to know what are the Orders- was removed by the unfortunate crippling of the.
in-Council by which the Government hopes to achieve the flagship Lion—at - long range, be it noted — the action
complete cutting off of Germany's supplies through the was suddenly discontinued.
operations of naval force. There can be no doubt as to the
This is in no way explained by the publication of the
ability of the Navy to do it if the Orders-in-Council give recent despatches. Here, if ever, was a case when an admiral
full powers to our sailors. In one direction only were the could say, " Whatever happens, I am in a position to run
enemy successful in cutting off the supplies of the Allies. risks to force a decisive action, since I have three battle_Russia. was temporarily blockaded in the White Sea by cruisers against an already badly-damaged and flying
ice, in the Baltic be ice and the German Navy, and in the squadron, and the Admiralty have all these reserve battleBlack Sea by the Turkish control of the Dardanelles and cruisers to replace us." Ile might have added that in a few
Bosphorus. We are now. after a delay of doubtful wisdom, weeks two or three of
but probably due to a defensive caution as to the Turkish the twentv-five-knot oil(sxpedition against Egypt, hewing our way through the driven Oueen Elizabeths
1)ardanellcs, and there is no coons for the faintest doubt Would be ready. At first
We were told in the
as to the success of the operations,
telegraphic summary
Are We Too ScientiVe?
that it was because of
There is one criticism of a controversial character which the German minefield ;
I feel bound to make in regard to operations with modern then this was dropped
ships. There is a danger in being too scientific in taking and submarines W ere
advantage of the wonderful ranges of modern guns when mentioned, and now no
they outrank those of the enem y, and this criticism applies explanation of . the ,
to certain ship actions, and is made With a view to future breaking-off of the action
events in the Dardanelles. It one has better guns than an is given at all.
enemy, and cag hit him from outside his own gun range,
then it is all very well to sink him without hurt to oneself.
But very often, from a range of is,000 to IS,000 yards, one
is not hitting him, or only occasionally doing so. At the
same time one is being hurt by one's own gun fire, for it is
taking a great many more shots to sink the enemy or to
destroy a fort. The lives of the guns and the atnmunition -

Another breach in the pirates'
ranks. The U12, sunk by
H.M.S. Ariel last week, was
one of the most formidable
submarines in the German
navy.
Our photograph shows
the U12 in dock (third from
right) with her sister craft.
Insets : The Ariel, and Lieut.—
Commander James V. Creagh,
in command of the avenging
destroyer.

Destructive Power of British Naval Gunnery
THE photographs published on this page are a special
selection of the notorious German raider, the Emden,
after its fatal duel with H.M.A.S. Sydney Although this
subject has already been treated pictorially, and may no
doubt be considered as ancient history, the exceptional
merit of these photographs, just released by the Press
Bureau, makes their publication imperative from an historical

point of view. Here, for the first time, we get a really clear
idea of the herculean power of British gunnery that tosses
funnels about like shuttlecocks and reduces tempered steel
to so much cindered scrap. And this was the work only of
6 in. guns. Conceive the destructive power of the Queen
Elizabeth's 15 in. guns ! Can it be wondered that the German Navy prefers to hide within the fastnesses of Kiel ?

The battered Emden seen from the 'mainmast with Keeling Island in the
background, on which she eventually grounded

A study in steely chaos. The Emden's funnels
tossed about like shuttlecocks.

An imoression of the fearful devastation on the starboard side of the German raider caused by 1-1.11S.A.S. Sydney's firs.
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane "

S

OMEHOW the Zeppelin airship, and, in fact, the
bigger airships in general such as the SchiitteLanz, the Siemens-Schuckert, the Parseval, and
Gross—always remind inc of a friend of mine who, when
reproached with being a failure in life, replied that it all
depended on, how one looked at the question. Regarded as
a success, he admitted that he was a failure ; but regarded
as a failure; he claimed that lie was a huge success.
Certainly the Zeppelin airships, and the others mentioned
above, which are all called " Zeppelins " by those who
know no better, are fairly futile when considered as serious
weapons of war. Considering that a Zeppelin is as long
as a super-Dreadnought, manoeuvres about as slowly
when turning, takes pretty well as much room in which
to turn, needs a. crew of several hundreds of men
to handle it on the ground when starting or landing,
costs about 1:5o,000 to build, and vet can only carry a
couple of tons; at the very most, of ammunition for the
destruction of enemies below it, one would not be inclined
to hail it a as huge success, even if it had no other obtrusive
defects—which, in fact, it has.
The Futility of Big Airships
For example, it is so fragile that contact with an ordinary
tree-top in a misjudged landing - may break its back—as
is reported to have happened in the case of ES at Tirlcmont
recently. Also, its speed is so slow- that it can Make little
or no headway against a breeze which would not trouble
a modern aeroplane in the least. That is to say, a Zeppelin's
best speed is fifty miles an hour, so that against a thirtymile-an-hour wind it can only cover the ground, or water,
at twenty miles an hour—which makes it slower than a
modern battle-cruiser; whereas a, ninety-mile-an-hour
aeroplane would still do its sixty miles• an hour over the
ground against the same wind.
How much is to be believed of the stories of Zeppelins
which have been destroyed since the beginning of the war
no one can tell, but we have German official admissions of
the loss of two during the first month of the war, and of
two in the past month, and the various reports of the
destruction of sundry others confirm one another to such
an extent that one may reasonably assume that probably,
at least, four or six more Zeppelins and Schfitte-Lanzs
have gone, not to mention the losses of minor craft of
the Parseval and Gross type.
Zeppelins a Huge Bluff
Already we are beginning to find out that while the
German Army has unlimited faith in its aeroplanes, it has
no belief in Zeppelins, and some of the German flying
officers who have been captured freely told our own people
that they regarded the Zeppelins as a huge bluff. Obviously,
a. machine which cannot be handled by a. small crew is of
little use with an army in the field, and is still less so when
it cannot go out in a strong wind, and needs a huge plain

to land on even in calm weather. Add to this the fact that
it cannot rise high enough to get out- of range of gun
fire, and offers a huge, slow-moving mark, and one sees
why the German Army has given up the use of big airships
as scouts and has turned them all over to the Navy.
Under the peculiar circumstances in which the German
Navy is working—or, rather, I should say, is lying idle—
it finds its Zeppelins fairly effective, at any rate in fine
• weather. Working up in the North Sea and the Baltic.
where there are no small, fast aeroplanes to bother them,
the big airships make quite useful sea scouts, for they are
faster than any sea-going craft, except against the wind,
and as the prevailing wind sets from the west, they can
generally go out slowly against it till they see something
of importance, and can turn tail and get home quickly with
the help of the wind if the something in question looks
dangerous. Also, they can carry fairly powerful wireless
apparatus, and keep in constant touch with their headquarters,- perhaps one hundred or one hundred -and fifty
miles away. Also, they can intimidate merchant ships
which come within the sea area which Germany has declared
to be blockaded, and can co-operate with submarines,
spying out the victim at a great distance, and giving the
submarine directions as to where best. to lie in wait for it.
Possibilities of the Future for Airships
All this usefulness—from the German point of view, of
course—depends on the weather keeping fine, and, as .1
pointed out recently, the absence of weather reports front
the Atlantic makes it impossible for the airships to foresee
what the weather is going to be a few hours ahead, so that
big risks have to be taken, and the result of taking such
risks was shown only the other day in the wrecking of the
Zeppelin L3 and the Schfitte-Lanz L4 on the Danish
coast in sudden storms, not to mention the reported losses
of the 'L8 in Belgium and the Lo in the Channel.
•
Thus, viewed in any aspect, the big airships seem rather
futile ; but it must not be imagined on that account that
there is no future for airships. On the contrary, they laa_ve
immense possibilities. It must be remembered that, so
far, something less than forty Zeppelins altogether have
been built, and that the later ones have been more or less
exactly like those preceding them, so that there have not
been, in all probability, more than a dozen different types
built since the beginning, representing actually twelve
generations of Zeppelins. On the other hand, there have
been thousands of aeroplanes built, representing hundreds
of generations. The £50,000 spent in building one Zeppelin
would build, perhaps, one hundred aeroplanes; so, naturally.
aeroplanes are much further developed, and are much more
effective than are airships. It will be time enough to.
condemn big airships entirely when at least a hundred
generations of them have been built and proved as futile
for war purposes as have those already produced.

Brief respite from war's grim reality for some of Serbia's brave fighters. Passes being issued to Serbian soldiers to
them to leave Nish for their homes on a few days' leave.
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War-time Life on the Rolling Main

It is further proof that Britannia still rules the waves, because the Germans can only find room beneath the seas. The deserted docks
at Hamburg and other enemy ports, too, bear witness to the ruin wrought on Germany's overseas trade by our Navy. Here is seen a
British cruiser about to take a German prize in tow.

How WAILS. Gloucester is bombarding the Dardanelles forts. Firing a broadside. The gun crew is almost obscured by jets of
water from a burst hose—pipe. These keep the desks constantly wet, so as to guard against fire during an action. Inset : Timely
precautions by ocean passengers against the pirates. War—time life—belt parade on board a liner.

.The War illustrated, 20th March, 19/5.
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Chronology of Events, March 5th to March 11th
MAR. 5.—British Squadron Shells Smyrna. The Commander-in-Chief,
East Indies, Vice-Admiral Sir Richard Peirce, arrived with a
R.:It/adroit_ of batttleships and cruisers oft Smyrna. A methodical
Aknbardment of Fort Yenikale Was carried out, thirty-two hits
eicured; considerable damage to the fort, and there were two
licavy explosions, apparently of magazines. The Euryalus,
which flew the flag of the Vice-Admiral, shot with remarkable
accuracy. Admiralty announce that the reduction of the
Smyrna defences a necessary incident in the main operation.
Turkish oil depot destroyed at Said (near Naba-Tepe)
French battleship in Dardanelles operations. Observation
stations outside Straits on northern coasts destroyed by ,fire
front a cruiser.
German attacks in Flanders hurled back twelve times by Allies.
French capture a company ci € erutan Guards in Champagne,
and gain ground on whole front.
Admiralty intimate good ground for belief that Captaia Bell. of
the Thordis, rammed German_ submarine, off Beachy Head.
German Submarine 1:8. sunk off Dover by British destroyer.
Announced that during operations round Stanislau between
Feb. "a I and Mar. 3, Russians took IS, 522. prisoners.
MAR. 6.—War Crisis in Greece. Tie Cabinet of Ti. Venizelos resigns.
Operations in Dardanelles continued. The Queen Elizabeth,
supported by Agamemnon and Ocean, attacked forts Hamidich
Tabra and Hamidieh III. by indirect fire across the. Gallipoli
Peninsula. firing at 2fieco yards. Queen Elizabeth was replied
to by howitzers and field-guns, and three shells struck her but
without causing any damage.
German casualty list published by French Press Bureau gives total
of 3,000,000 including kilted, mounded, and prisoners.
MAR. 7.—British air raid on Ostend by six aeroplanes; 15 bombs
dropped, doing great damage.
British Losses in Persia. Indian Office announces a force of I2,000
Turks and Arabs has inflicted a check on a British reconnoitring
detachment in the Valley of the Tigris, /3 'officers, and. 176 of the
British and Indian rank and file were - killed or wounded.
In the Vosges the French captured. two important heights
near Minister.
Petrograd announced that the fighting against the Austrians
on the l'ilica, in Russian Poland, was developing into a " great
battle." In Eastern Galicia Russians continuing the advance
which gave them possession of Stanislau.
In Dardanelles. four French battleships covered the direct
bombardment of the defences of the Narrows by H.M.S. Agamemnon and Lord Nelson. The French ship engaged Mount Dardanos

Battery and various concealed guns, silencing the former. The
two British ships advanced and engaged the forts at the Narrows
at ta,000 to fitz,000 yards by direct fire. Two forts replied, but
were silenced after heavy bombardment. The Gaulois, Agamemnon, and Lord Nelson were struck three times each.
MAR. S.—Admiralty reports the waterplanes employed in observation
work with the Fleet in the Dardanelles suffered, as the pilots were
compelled to ay low in order to detect Turkish gun positions.
Greece and the War. Crisis still continuing, M. Zaimis declines
the task of forming a Cabinet, while Greek people and Parliament
support M. Venizelos; who resigned owing to King Constantine's
unwillingness to declare war on side of Triple Entente.
In Champagne enemy attempted to retake captured woods
west of Perthes, but repulsed, and French counter-offensive gained
ground . towards the north and east. In the region of Perthes
more than live hundred yards of trenches won by French.
MAR. o.—National War Workshops. Tie. Lloyd George announced
that Government is taking powers to commandeer factories and
divert theta, if need be, to make munitions:.
German imbinarines sunk three British merchant ships.
Crisis in Greece relieved by new Ministry of M. Gounaris.
A Dardanelles casualty list published gives names of 23 killed,
28 wounded, and 3 missing, mostly in the Royal Marine Brigade.
In the tliolooMunliacs region, Carpathians, Russians recaptured
trenches previously taken by Austrians—officially described as
" a desperate battle."
On the French front fighting continuing in region of Perthes,
each side attempting to hammer a way to its opponents railway
communications. Violent bombardment by Germans in region
south of Dixminle, followed by an attempted attack that failed.
Tlait, TO.—Striking British Advance in La Bass6e region, village of
Neuve Chapelle carried and 'moo prisoners captured. German
casualties very heavy.
French gain a valuable success in Champagne. .
German submarine U12 rammed and sunk by British destroyer
Ariel ; 18 of enemy crew drowned, To captured.
Latest situation on the Eastern frontier, according to official
news from Petrograd, is that Russians are adVancing along the
front north of Osoviec. thrusting back the Germain left from the
hanks of the Niemen towards East Prussia.
German auxiliary cruiser Prince Eitel Friedrich puts into
Newport News, Virginia, for repairs after sinking U.S. grain ship.
MAR. I r.—trench 'official Communique regarding recent operations in
Champagne states to,000 Germans killed, and 2m0o taken prisoners.
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Maps illustrating the area of naval operations in the Near East.
The extreme difficulties of the Allied Fleets may be gauged by
the narrowness of the Dardanelles Straits. The bombardment
of Smyrna has been proceeding in conjunction with the forcing
of the Straits. Fort Yenikale was severely damaged on March 5th,
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and] several subsidiary batteries silenced. The relative position
of Constantinople will be seen from the second map. The
Russian Fleet is trying to force the Bosphorus, but as it has
not the superior gun—power of the British Squadron, the Russia;
ships cannot be expected to progress so rapidly.
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WITH THE ENEMY IN POLAND.—A small force of Germans, with two machine-guns- holding a barricade which affords but scanty
cover in the snow-mantled fiolde of Poland. Even whilst fighting against the white background of snow, which makes them an easy
target, the Germans persist in their method of massed formation, for here they are seen huddled almost on top of eaca other.

The War illustrated, 27th March,

1915.
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The Waterway from Ela,k Sea
to Mectiterraneag
-

Who will have it '? As the fall of Constantinople is only a question of time the problem of its future guardians looms upon
the political horizon. This photograph shows various points in and around the capital of Islam, including the Gorden Horn,
Galata, and Stamboul in the foreground, and the position of the Bosphorus in the rear.

CONSTANTINOPLE
By JOHN FOSTER FRASER, Author of " The Land of Veiled Women "
IIERE will be no pelting of Constantinople with halfton shells, flung from ironclads so far away that they
look like a pat of smoke on the skyline. The Turk
i 3 too sensible for that. He hates the dog of a Christian,
b it he accepts kismet and loves Stamboul.
It is the most beautiful city in the world—if you don't
visit it. If -our Jack Tars see it on a sunny afternoon,
they will think it much better than the grand Bagdad scene
in the Portsmouth pantomime. For it will be a heave of
creamy white domes and slim minarets, and mysterious
blank walls, and shuttered casements. It will be the enchanted city, laved by a sea that is blue and canopied by a
sky that is bluer still. It will be so exquisite that middies
will forget the glorious banging through the Dardanelles,
and think of Oriental houris, and wonder about the charmers
of the harem.

T

Where Distance Lends Enchantment
But if the British sailors want to have an abiding, love
for Constantinople, they had better not land ; in the
interests of poetry, shore leave should be prohibited. For
the capital of the Caliphs—the Sultan is Caliph, and therefore a sort of monarchial hereditary archbishop of the
entire Mohammedan world-is smelly ; the streets are
mean and unclean, and though you will meet folk who are
simply enraptured with the quaintness of the East, you
may take it as a pose, and that they are exercising the
rhapsody with which they hope to make untravelled
_
friends jealouS when they return home.
Yet it is interesting, fascinatingly interesting, because it
is an extraordinary jumble of East and West. There are
bits of Asia and bits_ of Europe, and the whole thing is
jumbled up like a broken kaleidoscope. The modern Turk,
while he wears a red fez, also wears a frock-coat. He goes
to music-halls and drinks beer. The modern Turkish lady
likes to dress in Parisian gowns—or perhaps just now they
are Berlin goWns—and she reads French novels. The
rules of the. harem still hold. According to the Prophet,
women must hide their faces from" strange men. In
Constantinople the wealthier ladies obey in the letter only,
for their veil is nothing but thin gauze stretched across the
face below the lustrous eyes, and so piquancy is added to
the features. The middle-class women rarely bother
with a veil ; their costume in the street is quakerishly

demure, and, rain or shine, they all carry a cheap Austrian
umbrella, as a shield against inquisitive -male e\-es
Constantinople ought to be Eastern ; but it is in Europe,
and has got contaminated. It is not European and not
Asiatic, but a bad blend of both. You will g,A
better idea of an Oriental market-place in the play
" Kinet " than you will get in Stamboul, which i3 the
Turkish name its customary name being in commemoration of Constantine the Great. It has had lots of buffeting
during the ages, and a catalogue of the sieges to which it
has been subjected would fill half a column. But, up to
the hour of writing, it has fallen only twice—in the fifteenth
century, when the Turks got it, and in the thirteenth
century, when the Crusaders got it. The place is full of
mosques, three hundred of them. The most interesting is
that of S. Sophia. I shall -never forget attending the midday prayer, when there was a mighty congregation of
Moslems, and they all knelt with foreheads on the ground
and gave thanks to Allah. High on the walls of S. Sophia
you see the cross, relic of the time when the Crusaders were
here, and it was a Christian church. After being Mohammedan for five hundred years, will it revert to the Christian
faith, I wonder ?
Fair Without, but Foul Within
The notorious Constantinople dogs have been got rid of.
Generations of particular dogs lived in particular streets,
and terrible was the uproar when any adventurous mongrel
from a neighbouring lane strayed into a forbidden area.
The dogs were scavengers, grew fat and presumptuous,
refused to move, and bit humans who attempted persuasion. So most of them were put on board ship, taken to
an island in the Sea of Marmora—and that closed the
haVe the cleansing of the Conchapter. The folk
stantinople streets will never get a' diploma from an
international health exhibition. There is ever a pervading
odour of defective cesspool, garlic, - and decayed rink;
Much of the city has crumbled to actual disappearance,;
huge uneven walls tell of its greater dimensions ; up weird
alleys are the ancient - type buildings, and behind the
latticed windows you may be sure are peering eyes of the
womenfolk.
Now and then you will meet the old Turk, bearded,
(Confinued on 1,-:?ge 1=21.)
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The Dresden's Doom off Robinson Crusoe's Island

Near the scene of the sinking of the Dresden. View on the coast of Juan Fernandez Island, known;;
to romance as the scene of Robinson Crusoe's adventures. Inset: Capt. Luce, H.M.S. Glasgow.

H.M.S. Glasgow, which took part. in the sinking of the Dresden,
the notorious German cruiser seen on the left,

Another coast scene on the beautiful Juan Fernandez Island.
The Dresden, which escaped from the Falkland Islands Battle,
eluded pursuit for over three months. On March 14th she was
discovered in hiding off her temporary base, Juan Fernandez, by

H.M.S. Glasgow, Kent, and Drama, and after five minutes' action,
hauled down her colours. The crew, including several seriously
wounded, were rescued from the sinking vessel. inset : H.M.S.
Kent, which assisted in the destruction of the Dresden.
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CONSTANTINOPLE (cnth123-inm
turbanned—a green turban if he has made the pilgrimage
to Mecca—strict in religious observances, sitting on his
haunches twirling amber beads and spitting on the ground
when you pass, for your infidel presence pollutes the air.
The End of a Long Story
He is the relic of the old regime, and who when the Turk,
officially rather than individually, is cleared " bag and
baggage " out of Europe, will take his way to Brussa, the
real Turkish capital, in Asia ',Minor. And that will be the
end of a long story—for you remember that in the Middle
Ages Turkish dominion extended right up to the Danube.
For the last hundred years she has been pushed back, out
of Serbia, out of Bulgaria, out of Macedonia, and now
everything indicates she will be pushed out of the continent
altogether.
That will be terrible to the Young Turks, who have come
too late to regenerate their native country. Many of them
were educated in Vienna, Berlin, and Paris. They imbibed
European ideas.
They deposed Abdul
Hamid from the
Sultanate — he had
the most tragically
unhappy face of any
man I have ever seen
—and they adopted
that final evidence of
advanced civilisation,
a parliament. And
wanting to be modern,
Germany lent them

its kindest aid, until Turkey got tied up in the German

mesh, had to come into the war when the Turks did not
want, and now the price will have to be paid. I can
remember as a little fellow hearing the popular song, " The
Russians shall not have Constantinople." Things haye
altered somewhat since then.
Fair Women—Veiled and Unveiled
Of course, the seizure of Constantinople does not mean
the clearing out of all Mohammedans. Russia has millions
of Mohammedan subjects. But the changes which some
of us have noticed during the last twenty years will be
accentuated.
Already motor - cars meet the Orient Express
to whiz you to your hotel — although, you understand,
there has been no Orient Express from Paris to Stamboul
since the war began. On the Galata side, where the
Europeans live, there are as many uncovered ladies as
there are those who are veiled. The gossamer-veiled ladies
from the harem of •a pasha, and in charge of flabby negro
eunuchs, drive along the Grande Rue de Pera, and no doubt
envy their infidel sisters who can go where they like. And
these Turkish ladies, when they' visit Europe—Vienna,
Paris, London—cast their Orientalism behind them, and
their enlightened husbands expect them to conform to
custom.
I have sat next to a Turkish lady at a London
dinner-party, and a week before she was in the harem at
Constantinople.
How Constantinople Will Change
When the fall of the city comes, without any destruction
of property, and the inhabitants have got over their fright,
the life of Constantinople will be resumed—with
changes. The Turkish Government will have
gone, and soldiers of Russia, France, and Britain
will be in possession. The lovely palaces along
the Bosphorus, including the Yildiz Kiosk,
the residence of the Sultan, will become
museums.
Other flags than that with the crescent will
flaunt. Other sacred buildings besides mosques
will lift their heads. The transformation of
Constantinople into a European city will grow
apace. The veiled women and the shutters of
the harem will be matters left to story-books.
Some of us who liked to roam the uneven causeways of old Stamboul may have a few; regrets.
We will have many regrets if the romantic
view from the Sea of Marmora is destroyed—
and that must never be.

Minor effect of the Dardanelles forts bombardment. Ottoman porters removing
petrol stores to a place of safety. Inset : Turk captured in Suez fighting.

" Allah be_ ith us I" Typical Turks,loo old to be Germanised into the Kaiser's Ottordish somoy -On duty' on one of the large Turkish
service, discuss events on the steps of a Constantinople mosque.
" 'troopship*• from Ariatolia to Stamboul.

Some heroes ot Lord Kitchener's old regiment

Y.

No section of the British Army has distinguished itself more to their waists in water to get to the place where they were to dig.
in the war than have the Engineers. Recently, at a certain point, Many of the men had been under fire only once before, but they
they succeeded in digging a new trench under a fierce fire, and stood firm and continued their work. Their heroism lost the
within only twenty—five yards of a German trench. The sappers Engineers their major, three other officers, a sergeant, and several
had to crawl through the mud, shelled all the time, and stumble up sappers. But, as one of them said, they " did their bit."
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With our Special Photographer in Egypt
now over five months since the lads from the cotton
I T is
mills and collieries of Lancashire left home for the pur-

Members of the Lancashire Territorials, who have been training
during the past months in Egypt, on a route march.

pose of perfecting themselves in the arts of modern war on
:..the spacious sands of the dead empire of the Pharaohs.
Week in week out they have marched and manoeuvred from
five-thirty in the morning, or thereabouts, till the rapid sundown of the Orient. The work has been strenuous, but,
from all accounts, the " Terriers " have done wonders in
their vast, sandy training-camp during these few short weeks.
Twelve hours' mimic fighting daily in the desert, locating
a friendly " enemy's " trenches, elusive as the Turk himself,
in the yellow glare, have sharpened the Lancashire men's
sense of war and developed a natural sense of humour.
For an example of the latter, the remark of a cheery son of
Wigan to an exhausted, perspiring, digging Australian.
" Yon's not t'shortest waay t'Australia, laad," is very
characteristic of Lancashire fun. Yes ! The " Terriers " from
Manchester and Wigan are now as keen as any regulars.
They have learnt things during their winter " holiday."
The Turk will not go out of his way to meet them, but
as events round Constantinople are moving fast, perhaps
the Lancashire lads will have the opportunity soon of
meeting him on his native heath.

New bridge construction near the ancient Pyramids. A military
suspension bridge, the work of the 3rd Field Company of
Australian Engineers.

" Ships of the desert " come to safe anchorage after the storm of A group of the Territorial Engineers Section, and one of the
war on the canal. Camels returning from the front.
pontoon boats that they have built.
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Among Lancashire Te

•

als and Australians

Members of the Territorial Red Cross marching out from
Cairo. Inset below : Some of the Queensland Transport Ser—
vice men, with stores, leaving the capital for their encampment.

Australian engineers engaged in pontoon—bridge construction
over an irrigation canal near the Pyramids.

Imposing funeral ceremony in the streets of Cairo. The body of a loyal Arab sheik, or chief, is being conveyed to its last resting—plact
with the solemn pomp and custom of the East. Blind men are leading the procession, a curious Mussuirnan funeral rite.
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Some More Curiosities of Mole Warfare

The sylvan glades of the Argonne bristle with spiked helmets and bayonets. Everywhere the beautiful forest is furrowed with
trenches and dug-outs. Here is a row of strange bomb and shell proof dwellings in which hide the watchful Huns by day and night.

French dug-outs near Lille constructed alongside an avenue. The
entrances to the shelters from bombs are covered with tarpaulins.

Entrance to an underground refuge for wounded
French soldiers in the Argonne.

A palace among mud huts. French officer's picturesque and comfortable retreat in the Argonne.

Interior of underground bomb-proof hospital which is used by our French
allies as a temporary infirmary for treatment of wounded.
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Soldier Troglodytes at Home in the Underground

Elaborately-constructed French trenches, built one above the other, in the
Argonne district. They are solidified with tree-trunks taken from the forest.

Letters, f. delicatessen," and wine from the Fatherland. Prussian soldiers The Germans are supposed in Deutschland to be sweeping
make themselves more or less at home in a dug-out. No German on to victory. Burrowing underground seems to be a
hamper would be complete without the inevitable Frankfurter sausage.
particularly arduous way of getting there.

Look out! British soldiers crouching in a trench A quiet day in the Argonne. Another view of a French first-line trench,
while a " Black Maria" whistles overhead.
with bomb-proof shelters.

Constructing Main Ar

ies to the Battle Area

Frenah sappers repairing a damaged railway in the North of France. Railways are a vital necessity in warfare, though both the Allies
and the enemy make a point of destroying tracks once they have themselves used them. Thus railways have constantly to be rebuilt.

A hastily erected though perfectly substantial bridge built by French engineers
to replace one that has been blown up by the Germans.

French sappers constructing a railway embankment
somewhere in the North of France.

aln entirely new railway track being laid down in the North of France by French engineers. ThiiiitinbeiOnelvery.quickly, but, when it
..has been-used for transports, the lines may be destroyed to prevent the peeeibilitY
bsing.rof Ose:to-lthe Germane.
.
.
.
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Typhus adds to War s Terrors in Serbia

Women who wait. The sympathy of all women who have menfolk at the front will
be with these poor Serbians waiting outside a hospital for news of loved ones.

Serbian artillerymen travelling with their guns to the front. Sir Thomas Lipton, who
took the British Red Cross unit to Belgrade, is seen in the bottom right—hand corner.

Prince Alexander, King—Regent of Serbia, talk—
ing to three Austrian prisoners in Nish,

Serbian gun that has been damaged by the Austrian fire. It is Shells and shot are not the only things our ally has to contend
placed in one of the courts of Belgrade. Note the men on each side,
with ; the ravagesof typhus have caused great loss of life in Serbia,

he War lliastratcd, 27th March, 1 15.
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Terrific Struggle for Neuve Chapelle

many weary winter weeks of comparative quiet,
AFTER
during which reports of ding-dong engagements in
France and Flanders made rather monotonous reading,
the order for a great advance in La Bassee was
given. A glorious British victory ensued, constituting,

in fact, one of the finest feats of arms yet performed.
Elaborate preparation for the attack was made. On the
l oth inst., early in the morning, the British guns began to
speak: For one hour an extraordinarily severe bombardment literally pulverised the German trenches, tearing up the
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rious Opening of New British Offensive

ground, and burying the enemy under a debris of timber and
earth. The morale of some of the finest German troops was
shattered, and they could not resist the subsequent charge
of British and Indian infantry, which never before co-operated
better with the artillery. Thelosses of the Germans during

the few days' fighting amounted to between 17,000 and 18,000
killed, wounded, and prisoners, while in proportion to the importance of the success, British casualties were small. Neuve
Chapelle fell only after desperate hand-to-hand fighting in the
narrow streets, bristling with every weapon and obstacle.

With Our Allies under the Tricolour

p

From far Senegal to fight in the Republic's cause. French
colonial troops on the quay at Marseilles. The Hun was quite
convinced that the Allies could not rely on colonial support.

w

Picturesque early morning scene in a French artillery camp
of the Woevre, Our Allies are busy preparing breakfast.

The latest news from the front. French soldiers entrenched
behind barbed-wire entanglements eagerly reading the papers.

Patrol of Maroccan Chasseurs, another branch of French colonial
- troops, who impart a quaint Oriental atmosphere.

A road of tree-trunks constructed over the treacherous mud for
the transport of a "75." French gunners about to load.

The

Rallying to Succour
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Belle France

,/

Some ofq3eneral Joffre's innumerable reserves. French infantry on the march
past an aviation camp in Northern France.

After a good day of Bosche "-hunting. Happy French Marines, with some
captured German helmets, make merry over the defeat of a body of Huns.

Almost as comfortable as a boulevard cafe.
French officers enjoy lunch behind the firing-line.

Serious "Winter- sport" in thkrlioSiii.Scim'ilAlpineth@eseire, a notable corps'o:t Frtince's diverse defenders, negotiating mountain
torrents:: • They 7are,
iFiecially- skilled in nititinlitineerinp, and their knowledge of passes and routes is infallible.
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Unofficial Additions to Rations at the Front
RATIONS, unofficial rations, giving zest tO
the usual fare, arc naturally welcomed by
the men who are waging the world war. The
soldiers take every opportunity of buying or
" acquiring " appetising morsels. There is a
story of a certain British officer who, receiving
complaints that his men were killing sheep and
game, addressed them thus " It is to be clearly
understood that I absolutely forbid the killing
of sheep or game ! The man who kills a sheep,
a rabbit, or a bird will, in future, be severely
punished, unless—er—he does so in self-defence !"
The Germans are adepts at commandeering
additional food, but; unlike the Allies, they do
it on a wholesale scale, and leave the civil
population to starve ! During the few opportunities for sport afforded them, some officers at
the front go out with their guns in search of game
to form art addition to war-time fare,

Germans returning from a foraging expedition in a Belgian village. One is
carrying purloined fowls; the others have loaves of bread and cans of milk.

Captured by the French. A pig, unwise enough to stray into the French
lines, is captured by the delighted soldiers, who are keen on roast pork.

During a holiday from the trenches these officers of a
Scottish regiment went in search of milder sport.

Beef for the Huns, who make a point of commandeer- Youthful hostess serves wine and bread and cheese to French officers, They
ing all the livestock they can lay hands on.
are glad of the opportunity of filling their flasks before hastening to the front.
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Latest War Scenes from the Belgian Dunes

Grim war's reality in the midst of homely calm. Belgian artillery in action on the sand-dunes in Pander's. It will be seen
that a gunner is in the act of placing a shell in the breech, whilst the officer stands ready to give the signal to tire. -;

Continuous fighting has been taking place in the sand-dunes along the Belgian On outpost duty.- Belgian scouts watching for
coast. Belgian gunners wheeling their gun with difficulty into a new position.
the glint of spiked helmets from a sand-ridge.

Belgian motor-cyclist scout, on..the'look-out.
The motor-cyclists have doite greet service,

Artillery in action on the sand-dunes. The gunner is sighting the gun, whilst
his comrades are ready each to perform his part in sending death to the invader.
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BY
By F. A. McKenzie, "Daily Mails' War Correspondent

W

E have done well and we are going to do better,
The advance of Sir John French's forces in Flanders
and the victories around Neuye Chapelle are only
the preliminaries of greater triumphs. But the people
who imagine that the present state of affairs gives any
excuse for slackening our endeavours or lessening our
'zeal are preparing themselves for very woeful disappointMont. We are only at the beginning of the real fighting.
The campaign before us in the coming spring months will
make even the battles of last autumn seem small. For
every man engaged then ten will be engaged now ; for
every man killed or wounded then there will be many
killed or wounded now. The coming campaign will tax
to the utmost our resources in men, in material, and in
courage. Enormous fresh forces will be reqUired to make
up the unavoidable wastage in the ranks. War material
must be had in quantities of which we can now hardly
dream. The more successful we are the greater will be
the ' need for fresh men, more guns, more ammunition.
This is no time for slackening !
Are We Slackening?
i The man who ventures to say that there has been a
diminntion of enthusiasm among some classes of civilians
in England risks a charge of disloyalty to his own people.
Well, I'll risk the charge ! During the past few weeks
'I have been at intervals in different parts of the great
Manufacturing districts of England and Scotland. I find
in city after city people are beginning to take the war
as a matter of course. The keen excitement and the novelty
have gone. The discomforts and losses which they anticipated have not taken place. Numbers of those who are
left behind are better off than ever they were in their lives
before. They have abundant work, food is cheap, and
they feel absolutely safe. The lesson of Scarborough
and the lesson of the darkened London streets have been
forgotten. They are ceasing to worry, ceasing to believe
that there is any necessity for special work, special sacrifices,
and special preparation on their part.
The Decline in Recruiting
Recruiting has declined. People say in defence that all
,the young men who are available have volunteered. :Yet
'one need only stand for ten minutes in the Strand, in
Holloway Road, at Clapham Junction, or on Blackfriars
'Bridge at the evening hour when people are returning
from work to see thousands of young fellows, physically
strong, of the right age, able to bear arms with the best
of them, but still content to keep on in a City office or
behind a shop counter. Some young men, I know, cannot
co, but they cannot all be kept back by special family
affairs. In some great centres the recruiting offices are
reducing their staffs because work has fallen off. At the
beginning of the war more men volunteered than the
authorities knew how to handle, Numbers were kept
in camps without arms and without uniforms for weeks
and months. These men have now been provided for
and dealt with. The authorities arc ready for great accessions of fresh recruits. How are they going to get them ?
Where are they coming from ? 'Yet come they must
if this war is not to end in stalemate.
What the Germans Hope!
Some time before the outbreak of the war I was discussing
vith a high German authority the possibilities of a coming
'European conflict. My acquaintance, like all Germans. of
position at the time, scoffed at the idea of an early war,
but he made no secret of the fact that Germany was makina
every preparation for war if it came, Many of his forecasts
''
of what might happen have been strikingly borne out
during the past few months. One thing that he said is
particularly apposite now. He believed that affairs would
at a certain point result in a deadlock, where we would be
unable to advance further against Germany and Germany
would be unable to inflict vital harm upon us. " We are
prepared, to rest at this point and wait," he said, " We

will keep our armies in the field. We will attack you in
every way we- can. We will worry you all we are able ;
and, meanwhile, although our manufactures will be
wrecked and our foreign trade destroyed, we will make
ourselves self-sufficient and self-supplying. After a time
you English people will- grow tired of this. You will say
that it does not pay to keep . on endless warfare. You
will want to settle up, not because you are beaten, but
because the vast masses of voters in your towns will be
tired of fighting and weary of the sacrifice necessary for
war. Then Neill come our opportunity. Your weariness,
your unwillingness to endure a long course of sacrifice,
will enable us to make peace on terms very advantageous
to ourselves." Is this German forecast going to come
true ? Are those of us who remain at home willing to
betray our brothers and sons at the front and to renderof no effect all their sacrifice because we grow slack ? 1
refuse to believe it I
The British Advance
The British advance in Flanders had many features of
unusual importance. It proved, in the first case, what
those of us who have seen similar warfare elsewhere have
always maintained—that it is possible, despite the most
elaborate arrangement of wire entanglements and trenches.
to storm and take an enemy's position if you are willing
to pay the price. The official reports show that the Indians
are once more back at the front, and once more at work.
It was an open secret, which could not be told at the time,
but which can be mentioned without harm now, that
after their first brilliant fighting in Northern France the
Indian troops were found unsuited for winter work in the
trenches. The bitter cold, the mud, and the constant we t
told on them more severely than it did on the British,
and they were consequently withdrawn for a time. Now
that the weather is finer they are back again, and they
are likely to play a very important part in the summer
campaign. There is good reason to believe that the British
advance threw out of gear the very elaborate preparations
the Germans had been making for some weeks along the
northern coast for a fresh attack in the direction of Calais.
It further prevented the strengthening of the German
front against Russia, and enabled the Russians to complete
their plans which have held Von Hindenburg again in
check. Our soldiers in Flanders have had the most trying
winter that can well be imagined. They have come through
their experience not merely unbroken but stronger and
fitter in every way than ever.
Lord Kitchener and the Canadians
Lord Kitchener's praise of the work of the Canadian
Contingent at the front is timely. There has recently,
been, especially in Canada and to some extent in this
country, a systematic attempt to depreciate the inen of
the first Canadian Contingent. Reams have been written
about their disorderliness, their lack of discipline, their
bad record, and the like. At one time we were told that
the British authorities had threatened to send them back
home if they did not behave themselves. All this is arrant
nonsense. I claim to know the first contingent almost
as well as any man who is not in their ranks. I was
repeatedly with them at Salisbury Plain ; I have seen
something of them in France. Let me say here, what I
have said before in this page, that they are a magnificent
body of troops, splendidly equipped, of unquenchablo
spirit, full of initiatiVe, daring, and dash. The very small
- proportion of undesirables who succeeded in enlisting'
when the contingent was hastily formed in Canada have
been eliminated. Occasionally some of the Canadians got
in trouble \ vhen on Salisbury Plain from sheer high spirits
and super-abundant vitality, Such trifles can be forgotten.
They're about the brightest;` liveliest, sturdiest
lot that have struek this part,- wrote one soldier.,
"
do '
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A Day's Diverse Impressions behind the Battle-line

Funeral of man's faithful friend. French soldiers interring the carcase of
a horse killed by the explosion of a German shell.

Belgian soldiers near Oestkirk amid a scene of
desolation caused by indiscriminate Hun fire.

Troop of Indian warriors on service duty, somewhere in France. Inset: Pretty French Red
Cross nurse attired in campaigning outfit.

Complete devastation caused, by German shells. All that was left of the church of Pervyse after “Kultur " had finished with it. The
photographs on this page are exclusive to "The War Illustrated."
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By Commander Carlyon Bellairs,

T

HE removal of the Dresden and the impending fate
of the Prinz Eitel Friedrich kill reduce the surface
commerce-raiders—and they are far more dangerous
than submarines—to one cruiser and one armed merchantman, These latter are the two K's, the Karlsruhe and the
Krenprinz Wilhelm. The importance of this reduction is
obvious. If four enemy cruisers are operating far apart,
four separate search or converging movements have to be
made against each area. in which_ they are operating. Thus
three vessels came down_ upon the Dresden off Crusoe's
island of Juan Fernandez, which the Germans were accused
of using as a base some months ago. Now, if ten of our
cruisers were used in each of these converging movements
it followS that the four enemy cruisers, while at large, were
locking up no less than forty of our cruisers. As soon as
one is accounted- for ten cruisers are released either to increase
the severity of - the hunt- after the others or for other
purposes. Though latterly these commerce-raiders were only
accounting for an average of one British merchant vessel a
week,- still they were locking up a great deal of our fast fighting
force, so it is a matter for considerable satisfaction that the
Dresden is at the bottoni and the Prinz Eitel_ Friedrich has
probably ended her career. The bad state of the latter's
hull and boilers is also of hopeful augury in reference to
bOth the Karlsruhe and Kronprinz Wilhelm.

Foresight .the essential to maritime success
Let no man say we have a redundancy of fighting naval
force merely because the Allies are three times as strong as
- the Turko-Germanic navies. Possibly we erred on the
side of caution in waiting until three events had happened
before we undertook the attack on the Dardanelles. Those
events were the destruction of Germany's naval power in
the Pacific, releasing all our armoured ships for service in
European waters ; the - crippling of Germany's battlecruiser force, rendering it unnecessary to keep the Queen
hlizabeths in home waters ; and the final Collapse of the
Turkish expedition to .Egypt, rendering it unnecessary to
retain a large naval force near the Suez Canal. The great thing in naval war is to see clearly ahead what
it is vital for you to accomplish, and then to act as soon as
possible before the enemy can prepare, The tyranny of
sea-power is that it can strike in any direction, and if we are
going to do so in certain quarters our ostensible preparations
aught to indicate another quarter altogether, If any'
desultory operations which lead to no conclusions are

M.P.

carried out, they ought not to be in the quarter where your
blow is going to fall. I have never been able to understand
from this point of view the bombardments in t e Dardanelles some months ago. The -next important thing to
bear in mind is that the preparations should co-ordinate
all available weapons, and especially the latest, for they
are the most unexpected. Germany's strength against
Liege and Namur lay in the great howitzers being used
to pave the way through the permanent works far the
advance of the army. It has long been a favourite theory
of mine in lectures and articles that all developme its of
invention add to the hold of an island's maritime po vet if
her naval supremacy is preserved intact. In the Dardanelles we sec the principle at work.
Modern inventions render forts, obsolete
First we are using the development of the modern gun.
Sixty years ago at Sebastopol the ship's short-range gun
could not enable her to fight forts, and whey Dundas did
not approve 'of the bombardment the generals had persuaded him to undertake, he assembled his captains and
said " You can all go to the devil in your own way !
With the modern gun a ship can fire, if necessary, over the
land, from twelve to fifteen miles away. This, however,
- would not be enough unless -it were co-ordinated with two
twentieth-century developments, viz., wireless telegraphy
and hydroplanes. The hydroplane discovers the concealed
battery, acts as a " spotter, and finally directs the fire by
reporting the. results of the shot by wirelesS.- It is only
fair that praise should be awarded to the Admiralty,
which had the foresight to build the Ark Royal as: a
mother ship for carrying and repairing hydroplanes.
Dardanelles progress slow but sure
•
The sites of forts can usually be chosen so as to co-ordinate
with shoal waters offering _difficulties to warships. In the
Dardanelles and on the Mediterranean side of the Gallipoli
Peninsula these shoal waters do not exist, and ships can
choose their positions for firing over the land. This is
obvious after a very short study of the Admiralty chart and
the published military map. The results of the operations
are certain, for the batteries are overwhelmed one by one ;
they are slow because there are twenty fixed batteries or forts,
and possibly some mobile batteries, and there are mines
to be exploded or fished up in a channel broad Enough
to take the ships. The public, must not be impatient
if the process of advancing takes us into April.

Just before the Canadian Division left for the front they were inspected by the King on Salisbury Plain., Our photograph shows
the Canadian cavalry cheering his Majesty as tho Royal train steamed away. Inset : The King, and Earl Kitchener watching
the march-past of the troops after the review.

The -War illustrated, 27th Mardi, 1915.

Deadly Guns in Hiding "Dummies" in full View

The Allies have displayed great ingenuity in erecting " fake " batteries with a view to misleading the enemy. The above photograph
illustrates a favourite ruse. The guns are really trunks of trees covered with straw. An enemy aviator, sighting them from above,
reports the position, the Huns' artillery thereupon waste ammunition, and also disclose their whereabouts to the Allies' gunners.

As elusive as a jigsaw puzzle. A British gun completely concealed Another British gun in hiding, ready, however, to make its presenCe
from all sides and above by brushwood and small trees.
felt to the bewildered enemy at a favourable opportunity.

A deadly R.H.A. gun so Cleverly covered that German artillery were unable . to
rotate it, despite many aeroplane reconnaissances. The Allies always make very
effective use of cover whenever possible.

Two more dummy guns which deceived the
Germans during the recent Yser fighting. British
officer in a hole caused by a shell.

71,e -War Illustrated, 27th March, 1915:
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By C. G. Grey, Editor of The Aeroplane "
when he landed an eve-witness said the machine looked
as if there was more hole than aeroplane.
- In ,another case a shell _burst similarly directly under a
Farman biplane, but without touching the crew, and when
the machine came down over two hundred holes were
counted in it, Of course, that does not mean two hundred
bullets, because it is possible for one bullet to make six
holes—as, for example, by going into the lower surface of-the
lower wing, out through the upper surface, into the side
of the body-work, out through the top, into the lower
surface of the upper wing, and out through the top surface
of all. Still, even allowing for all that in the case of some
few bullets, two hundred holes indicate a, narrow enough
escape for most people.
The MoSt Dangerous
Height to Fly
As a matter of fact, between 1.,000 and 2,000 feet is
about the most dangerous height to fly, because it is high
enough to give -a shell time to burst, and it is so low that
it is easy to aim, Therefore, the pilot who made the dash
How Clouds Aid,
down to 15o feet was probably doing the safest thing,
Getman :Gunnery
.
for at that height it would be practically impossible for a
Then,. when the winter came, and the clouds hung gunner to hit him with a shell, and he would be travelling
abont the thousand-feet , level,. the pilots found 'they'had so fast that only by a fluke could he be hit with a rifle
to come down low to obtain any information at all, and ,yet bullet either. This dodge of doing a terrific dive before
they arid- their machines were. hardly ever Int. • The clouds dropping bombs was first—and very successfully—tried by
were a great help to the German gunners, who used to get Flight-Commander Marix, D.S.O., R.N., when he destroyed
the correct setting for the
the Zeppelin and its shed at
fuses of .their shells by burstDusseldorf. He came over the
ing trial shells just under -the
city at 5,000 feet, and then
•clouds, so that when the undived vertically to 5oo feet.
fortunate - aeroplane came
So steep was his dive that the
through on the hunt for -inGermans thought he was hit,
forMation the shells burst at
and ceased firing, while they
about the right height, and
waited to see him smashed up,
it - was only the inaccurate
and one can imagine their
the
fire
which
direction of.
fury when they saw the
saved the aeroplanes. As it
bombs burst in the shed and
was, - some of them had asset fire to their brand new airtoundingly narrow shaves. It
ship, while the aeroplane shot
was a bullet from a shell
up and away like a rocket,
aimed in this way undei•
Following the !Navy's
cloud that .. wounded Mr.
Example.
Robert Loraine, the famous
Since
then the naval airactor—who,- by the way, is
raiders have worked the same
now back in London again
dodge very successfully at
from his trip to South
Ostend, Brussels, and elseAmerica, looking as fit and
where, for this side of the
well as if he had never had
Flying Service has rather
a bullet through his ribs and
specialised on bomb-dropping,
lung and collar-bone.
and it is only since the Navy
British Aviators'
has proved conclusively that
Narrow Escapes.
serious damage can be done
Quite recently a shell,
with bombs, that the Army
which was unusually wellhas cultivated the art of being
aimed, burst directly under a
offensive from above.
biplane, and one bullet from
Long before the war naval
it came through the floor,
pilots at Eastchurch were
ploughed up _ the observer's
experimenting with bombs of
puttees, went into his leather
various sorts, and I well
coat, and out of it through
remember the joy with which
the upper plane — a near
the experimenters discovered
enough squeak for him. Other
on one occasion that a ditmmy
bullets drilled 'holes all over
bomb, fitted with projecting
the - planes, and one puncfins, had in its descent detured the petrolLtank, which
capitated a small bird, whose
emptied itself all over the
headless body lay beside the
machine and 'Stopped the
Me the bomb had made in the
engine. Fortunately there
ground. They seemed to rewas a spare tank fitted, and
gard the incident as a sign
by, switching over to it the
that they were going to clear
pilot was able to start the
everything otri! of the air which
engine again and get back to
got in their way, and -it loohs
L'Entente Cordials humour. A delightful snapshot of Tommy
the British lines, though
and Jean seeing the point of au Anglo—French joke.
rather as if they were right.

T

HE other clay a despatch from Sir John French told us
that an important railway bridge and a station at a
•
junction- atanother place behind the German lines had
been blown up by bombs dropped by officers of the Royal
- Flyinr, Corps. In the former case the pilot came down to
a height bf 15o feet to make sure of his aim, and as- no
mention was made of his coming to grief, one assumes that
he got_ safely home again.•
Now, at the beginning of the war, none of the R.F.C.
people would have thoUght of setting out on, such a mission,
for it was generally supposed that bomb-dropping from
aeroplanes was a rather futile waste of time and material:
and; anyhow, the notion of - coining down so low would have
been regarded as simply throwing away a -perfectly good
pilot and his machine. The
used to fly at 6,000 feet
or so above the ground, which is . about the limit of
: vertical range for - rifle ammunition ;' and, in the clear air
during those autumn months last year it - was found that
the observers could see quite well from that height.
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"Famine , fallacies and other
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•
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•

hangs m Berlin

Owing to an alleged metal famine in Germany, Berlin school children are asked by the authorities to bring door—handles, baths,
saucepans, etc., to be eventually shot as bullets at the impertinent enemy. Inset : Government official taking stock of the output of
a Berlin bakery. The famine "farce " has been Worked up to intensify the " hate" and justify the " blockade."

Wounded Germansoldierson the Spree with their fair admirers.
Steamboat excursions are run on Berlin's river for the benefit of
convalescent eons of the Fatherland.

Troops off to the front from Friedrichstrasse Station to the accom—
paniment of, we hope, some sweeter or lighter strains than the
" Hymn of Hate " and " God Punish England.",—..
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OUR, DIARY OF THE W
Chronology of Events, March 12th to March 17th
MAR. I2.—Despatch from Sir John French giving details of brilliant
success achieved by British troops in capturing Neuve Chapelle
on Mar. co. All enemy's counter-attacks repulsed.
Following up - success at Neuve Chapelle British again advanced
a little towards Aubers ; this new forward movement made by the
7th Division.
Germans claim minor successes in great- battle proceeding in
Poland on a front from Praznysh to Augustovo...
MAR. 5:I.—Announced that H.M. auXiliary cruiser Bavano torpedoed by
German submarine ; only 27 saved out of crew of ar 6 .
French progress in Champagne continued on northern slopes
of the ridge to north-east of Recoil ; t,oprisoners taken.
MAR. 54.--Great British Advance. - War Office announced that enemy's
losses in recent fighting at Neuve Chapelle very heavy, co,000 men
having fallen in three days ; prisoners amount to T,720.
A. train at-Don station blown up by British aircraft.
Sudden assault made Russians toasters of the enemy's positions
near the village of Malhovice, in the Przemysl region an Austrian
battalion captured.
In the Mlawa region the German advance has been stayed,
while on the northern bank of the Vistula the Russians are again
pushing forward towards Flock.
MAR. Izt.--German cruiser Dresden sunk near Joan Fernandez island
by H.M.S. Glasgow, Kent, and the auxiliary cruiser Drama.
MAR, i5.--Important speech by Lord Kitchener in the House of Lords.
in which he reviewed recent British progress, commended the
Bill to commandeer factories for war work, and spoke Most gravely
of the arrears of output. He praised the Indians and the Canadians, as well as the French, for last week's successes.
The "Real Blockade." Text of the Orders-in-Council as a reply
to Germany's piratical submarine campaign issued. The effect is
as follows : No merchant vessel may proceed to or sail from a
German port. Goods for German ports must be discharged in an
allied port ; if not contraband or requisitioned, they will be restored to the person who has forwarded them. Goods from German
ports Will be seized and sold and the proceeds of sale retained till
peace. Goods of German origin in neutral ships may be seized
and sold.
British again engaged. Germans attacked our positions at
St. Eloi, south of Ypres. The assault, which was very violent,
at first succeeded, -but British- recovered most of the ground lost.
On the whole front in the Praznysh region, trout the Wawa
railway southWardS, the-Russians advanced.
MAR. i6.--Sir John French in his bi-weekly bulletin, reports that inrecent fighting Abut Neuve Chapelle, the German loss was between
17,000 and IS,o(x), and states that the fighting was very severe on
.Mar. ca. A casualty list issued gives a total of losses among
British officers at 195 for the period of the. Neuve Chapelle fighting
French progresS near Perthes. —
-

Russians report advance on either flank of their immense front.
In Northern Poland they pushed some miles north of Praznysh,
capturing the tiny hamlet of Jednorozec after a fierce battle.
German prisoners arrive at Southampton—the largest batch yet
received in this country, 1,00O in number—most of whom had been
taken at Neuve Chapelle..
Escape of an interned German liner. Reported from Las Palmas
that the Macedonia, which acted as collier and supply ship to the
German commerce destroyers in the Atlantic, brought there ins
October by the Spanish warship Cataluna, has disappeared.
MAR.
Champagne, after many weeks of dogged fighting, the
French reached a height commanding an important German area.
Russia's offensive in North Poland successfully continued ;
German guns captured there.
' List of 119 officer casualties incurred in British success at
Neuve Chapelle published. With four preceding lists, the total
loss of officers amounts to •Ico.
Admiralty issued list of casualties sustained in the Dardanelles
operations. Twenty-two of the crew of the Amethyst killed.
Conference of representatives of trade unions held at Treasury.
BritiSh Blockade Defined. A White Paper issued shows that
American Ambassador asked Si Edward Grey whether our reprisals are a blockade of Germany or not. Sir E. Grey replied
that it is a blockade, " effectively coati:offal,by cruiser cordon
all passage to and from Germany by sea," but we shall not exact
from neutrals full penalties for bteach of blockade.
S. S. Prima — Captain C. A. Whincop, who commanded the Primo,
that was sunk near Havre hy 1721 on November 26th, calls our attention to a printer's error appearing in our issue of February 13th,
in which it was stated that the Primo was a French steamer. Site was
in fact a Bristol vessel, owned by the Pelton Steamship Company.

On the Roll of Honour—Our New Plate
each copy of the current number of THE WAR ILLUSW ITHTRATED
the second of our two beautiful " Roll of Honour "
plates is, presented. No further instructions as to its use need
be given, having already explained very fully the manner in
which these plates may be preserved as family memorials of
patriotism. The second plate is des'gned to take the photograph of a, sailor or naval officer, and is in every way worthy of
being well framed.
As far as possible the numbers of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED,
containing these attractive presentation plates will be kept in
stock, the publishers anticipating a continuous demand for
some time, but an art supplement of this kind cannot be multiplied indefinitely, and all who wish to secure extra copies would
be well advised to do so without further delay.
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Area of the recent great British victory and capture of Neuve
Chapelle, under the immediate personal direction of Sir John
French. The Germans are stated by the Field-Marshal to have
lost between 17,000 and 18,000 men in killed, wounded, and

prisoners. As a counter-attack, the enemy rushed and captured
some of our trenches south of St. Eloi, but these were recaptured
by us the following morning, with the village itself. British airmen destroyed the railway junctions at Courtrai, Menlo, and Don,

